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OVERVIEW 
Greater Manhattan, Kansas, known to many as The Little Apple® is a dynamic, growing community with a 
progressive attitude and commitment to building a better future for its residents and businesses. Home to 
world-class assets such as Kansas State University, Fort Riley, and the future National Bio and Agro-Defense 
Facility (NBAF) a state-of-the-art, biocontainment laboratory for the study of diseases that threaten both 
America’s animal agricultural industry and public health is set to open in 2022, Greater Manhattan is poised 
to become an even more competitive destination for jobs and talent.  

Even with its impressive assets, Manhattan – like all regions– must continue to evolve and improve to better 
compete in the changed economic landscape of the New Economy. In service to this goal, Manhattan Area 
leaders have initiated this Community and Economic Development Strategy process to create a consensus-
based vision for the next five years and beyond in Greater Manhattan. 

Supported by the “Power Our Potential” initiative of the Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce’s Advantage 
Manhattan economic development plan, the Greater Manhattan Community and Economic Development 
Strategy will bring the community together behind a consensus vision for a thriving, sustainable, and 
equitable future for the Central Flint Hills region. Extensive quantitative research will be paired with 
comprehensive outreach to Manhattan Area leaders and constituencies to inform the development of an 
action plan designed to be effectively implemented by the Chamber and its partners across the public and 
private sectors. 

The final plan will incorporate actions and tactics designed to address challenges and capitalize on 
opportunities to grow good jobs, retain and attract top talent, enhance quality of life, and create wealth for 
current and future residents of Greater Manhattan. 

STEERING COMMITTEE 
A diverse Steering Committee of public and private leaders from across the Manhattan Area will oversee the 
Greater Manhattan Project process, discuss and approve all deliverables, and ensure that the strategy 
addresses the region’s most critical issues and seeks to capture its highest value opportunities for the next 
five years. 

STAKEHOLDER INPUT 
Qualitative feedback is a vital component that will be used to inform subsequent phases in identifying 
strategic priorities for the Manhattan region. It will involve reaching out to as many regional stakeholders as 
possible through an online survey, individual interviews, and focus groups to help identify the region’s 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges. 
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COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT 
This Community Assessment takes a detailed look at a diverse array of indicators that impact Greater 
Manhattan’s economic competitiveness and compares these trends to three strong benchmark communities 
– Columbia, Missouri, Fort Collins, Colorado, and Ames, Iowa – the state of Kansas and the nation. 
Research and findings is structured according to key narrative “stories” that emerge from the analysis. To 
supplement the statistical data from local, state and national agencies, the Assessment will fully leverage the 
public input results. 

TARGET SECTOR ANALYSIS & MARKETING REVIEW 
The Analysis will seek to identify target business sectors with the greatest potential to drive job creation, 
elevate standards of living in Greater Manhattan, and catalyze growth and development. Research will focus 
not only on businesses, but the occupational concentrations that support them as well as innovation, 
infrastructure, and entrepreneurial capacities. The Marketing Review will assess the Advance Manhattan 
marketing program to determine its strengths, challenges, and future needs in the context of the broader 
Community and Economic Development Strategy. 

COMMUNITY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
The Strategy represents the culmination of all the quantitative and qualitative research to date through the 
development of detailed action items geared towards addressing challenges and capitalizing on 
opportunities for a visionary future. The plan will be supported by innovative best practices successfully 
implemented by communities from around the country. Where possible, the Strategy will incorporate the 
numerous efforts already underway in Greater Manhattan. 

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
The Implementation Plan ensures that the Strategy is activated and sustained for the next five years and 
beyond. The Plan will formalize timelines for phasing in the Strategy’s multiple actions, identify lead and 
support implementation entities, determine existing and necessary financial and personnel capacity to drive 
implementation, propose optimal staffing and governance operations, and confirm performance metrics to 
track implementation progress and success. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Community Assessment is an evaluation of greater Manhattan as a place to live, work, and do business. 
Throughout the following pages, the Community Assessment discusses key trends and their strategic 
implications for greater Manhattan. The following key takeaways synthesize the most prominent narratives 
which emerged from research, the online community survey, and stakeholder input. 

Population Growth Trends Tied to Major Anchors 
 Population growth in the Manhattan region is heavily influenced by Fort Riley and Kansas 

State University. Fort Riley in particular exerts an outsized influence on regional population growth 
dynamics. Over a nearly ten year time period (1996-2005), population growth and decline in the 
Manhattan region coincided with military personnel movements at Fort Riley, especially the 1st 
Infantry Division’s move to Germany and subsequent return. From 1996 to 2005, the Manhattan 
Area’s population grew by just 0.01 percent, though the 1st Infantry’s return has driven considerable 
growth since then. In fact, no other peer metropolitan area grew at a faster rate over the most recent 
decade.  

 Although the Manhattan region is enjoying a significant period of population growth, the 
dynamics that drive that expansion are cause for concern. Population growth in the Manhattan 
Area is largely driven by natural change (69.8 percent) and international migration (30.2 percent). In 
contrast, net domestic migration (individuals moving from another part of the United States into the 
region) is a net drag on regional growth. Fort Riley and Kansas State University generate significant 
demographic “churn” as revealed in Internal Revenue Service data; in-migrants typically come from 
military communities while out migrants typically relocate to either larger metropolitan areas or 
other military communities.  

 Data show the Manhattan Area is younger and more diverse than its benchmarked 
competitors. Retaining young professionals will ensure that the region’s workforce is sustainable, 
however certain of these residents are concerned that housing costs and job availability will prevent 
them from staying in greater Manhattan. Responding in the online survey, minority stakeholders 
feel the Manhattan Area must become more welcoming and inclusive of its population diversity. 

 Migration dynamics not only impact population growth but also other community attributes such 
as poverty rates as residents from rural areas move to the region seeking better economic 
opportunity. While overall poverty is comparable to the benchmark regions, youth poverty is 
an area of concern for the greater Manhattan. Poverty among children aged under 18 is higher 
and rising faster than every benchmark geography. In 2015, 16.1 percent of all greater Manhattan 
children were impacted by poverty. 

An Economy Dependent on Public-Sector Employment 
 As with population dynamics, employment growth in greater Manhattan is largely dependent 

upon the public sector. If public sector jobs are subtracted from total employment, the Manhattan 
region moves from the fastest to the slowest growing economy of the benchmark areas. Similarly, 
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if military employment is removed from data tables, the impacts – especially on Geary County – are 
pronounced. Government employment is roughly three times more concentrated regionally than 
the average community nationwide. This over-dependence depresses wage rates, limits job diversity, 
and makes greater Manhattan more vulnerable to spending cuts at the state and federal levels.  

 The National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility is a transformative opportunity that can spur 
private sector activity in greater Manhattan. Though much work is being done to prepare for the 
facility, the region must greatly increase its skills base to match talent levels of existing biodefense 
hubs like Frederick County, Maryland. Market Street estimates that the Manhattan Area would need 
to support an additional 1,532 information technology workers to reach the employment 
concentrations of Frederick County.  

 Despite enviable education and training assets, degree attainment levels in greater 
Manhattan trail the comparison regions. The Manhattan Area’s educational attainment levels – a 
key proxy for estimating regional skills capacity – trail the benchmark communities in the percentage 
of adults with bachelor’s and advanced degrees, in some cases by wide margins. This could partially 
be due to the large presence of younger soldiers at Fort Riley who enlisted right after high school 
and K-State students who list greater Manhattan as their place of residence. 

Economic Diversification through Research Commercialization and Entrepreneurship Gradually 
Advances 

 Research and commercialization activity in the Manhattan Area also has the potential to spur private 
sector growth and diversify the regional economy. Kansas State University has consistently increased 
its institutional capacity to conduct and commercialize research, including launching and staffing 
organizational and programmatic resources to transfer patentable technologies and seed research-
driven private enterprises. However, overall investments in sponsored research as well as 
enterprise creation resulting from these investments are comparatively lower at K-State than 
the benchmark universities. 

 Private-sector patent award, sole proprietorship, and small business loan data suggest that 
the entrepreneurial ecosystem in greater Manhattan is less developed than the benchmark 
communities. While support programs and facilities are increasing, Manhattan Area entrepreneurs 
still report multiple challenges in launching and growing their businesses. 

Attractive Quality of Life, but is it Sustainable? 
 Stakeholder attitudes on greater Manhattan’s quality of life were very positive, both in face-

to-face input and the online survey. Community character and amenities were frequently listed 
as the region’s top strengths. However, the majority of residents with families believe that their 
grown children will not choose to reside in the Manhattan Area. 

 Perceptions of public housing affordability and quality in the Manhattan Area may prevent 
the region from tapping into its mobile, younger-skewing talent pool. Over 75 percent of 
respondents to the community survey rated housing affordability in the region as poor or below 
average. For certain indicators, stakeholder perceptions do not align with quantitative data. When 
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factoring in income levels, the National Association of Realtors considered the Manhattan Area to 
be more a more affordable housing market than the average community nationwide although this 
data does not factor in special assessments which raise the total cost of homeownership. Higher 
rental rates and affordability burdens are more aligned with stakeholder feedback. Large housing 
allowances for Fort Riley soldiers potentially impact housing affordability for non-military residents. 

 Regional expansion beyond Riley County increases the need for planning and infrastructure 
development to accommodate growth. Though investments are being made in comprehensive 
planning and construction of new infrastructure, progress is hampered by low existing traffic 
congestion and commute times, potentially reduced state and federal funding, and improving but 
still often strained relationships between Manhattan Area governments. High in-commuting rates 
into the City of Manhattan could strain the region’s transportation network if job availability outside 
the city limits does not increase. 

 Public K-12 education in greater Manhattan was a widely lauded asset in stakeholder input. 
As with housing costs, data on student performance for Manhattan Area counties was not fully 
consistent with these perceptions. Manhattan Area graduation rates trail the core districts of the 
benchmark regions, while the growing numbers of students eligible for free or reduced priced 
lunches complicate efforts to improve performance trends. 
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REGIONAL ASSESSMENT 
The Greater Manhattan Project Community Assessment explores the strengths and challenges of the region, 
evaluating them through what Market Street believes to be the three critical aspects of a community: people, 
jobs and prosperity, and quality of life and place. Findings related to these key attributes are incorporated 
into four key stories that frame the discussion of the most important issues impacting the Manhattan Area’s 
competitiveness as a place to live, work, visit, and do business. These stories represent themes that emerged 
from extensive public input provided by greater Manhattan residents, businesses, and community leaders, 
as well as a comprehensive analysis of data covering regional demographic, socioeconomic, and economic 
trends.  

The four stories are: 

1. Population Growth Trends Tied to Major Anchors 

2. An Economy Dependent on Public-Sector Employment 

3. Economic Diversification through Research Commercialization and Entrepreneurship 
Gradually Advances 

4. Attractive Quality of Life, but is it Sustainable? 

Beneath each story are multiple trends, issues, and opportunities that will help shape the future Greater 
Manhattan Project analysis and, ultimately, the Strategy and Implementation Plan. 

FOCUS GROUPS AND INTERVIEWS: A thorough assessment of a community’s strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and challenges must be informed by input from the people that live and work in the area. A 
series of focus groups and interviews with individuals from the region’s public, private, and non-profit sectors 
was conducted in March 2017.  

Public input – including focus groups, interviews, and an online survey – is differentiated throughout 
the report and presented in bold, crimson text. 

ONLINE SURVEY: In addition to in-person input solicited via focus groups and interviews, an online 
community survey was open to the public for roughly nine weeks in Spring 2017. A total of 2,160 residents, 
workers, and business leaders responded to the survey as of this writing, providing perspectives that will 
help supplement face-to-face meetings and quantitative analysis. The survey was open to all regional 
stakeholders but is not considered a scientific sample. Perspectives that may have not been captured in the 
survey were instead informed by carefully planned interviews and focus groups with leaders from across 
greater Manhattan. 

DATA SOURCES: A variety of public and private data sources are used throughout this Assessment. A great 
deal of information is drawn from the Census Bureau and other public sources including the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (BLS), the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), 
the Kansas Department of Education, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and the Internal Revenue 
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Service (IRS). Proprietary data covering economic composition (employment, wages, exports, etc.) are 
provided by Economic Modeling Specialists, Inc. (EMSI). 

COMPARISON GEOGRAPHIES: In addition to state and national averages, the region’s performance is 
benchmarked against three metros with which it shares certain characteristics and/or competes for jobs, 
workers, and investment: the Ames, Iowa MSA; Columbia, Missouri MSA; and Fort Collins, Colorado MSA. 
These metros are often identified by their principle city (e.g. “Ames”) throughout the report. 

RESEARCH DYNAMICS: The Manhattan Area research geography utilized throughout this report – also 
referred to as greater Manhattan and the Manhattan region – is defined as the counties of Riley, 
Pottawatomie, and Geary. It is important to note that the federally reported Manhattan Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (MSA), a geographic unit with close economic ties, is officially composed of just two counties 
(Riley and Pottawatomie). Market Street, guided by greater Manhattan leadership, felt that the inclusion of 
Geary County more closely captured the entirety of the region’s true economic activity and labor shed given 
its connection to Fort Riley.  

Market Street also utilized U.S. Census data for the Fort Riley Census Designated Place (CDP). CDPs are areas 
delineated to provide data for settled concentrations of population that are identifiable by name but are not 
legally incorporated under the laws of their home state. Use of the Fort Riley CDP enabled Market Street to 
better understand how on-base personnel affect regional trends. 

Certain economic and occupational indicators utilize a statistic known as a location quotient (LQ). LQs are 
ratios of the region’s share of employment in a given business sector divided by that same sector’s share of 
total national employment. A location quotient of 1.0 indicates that the regional share of employment in a 
given sector is greater than the average American community and may be a sign that the region affords 
businesses in this sector with some level of competitive advantage. At the same time, location quotients are 
typically used by leaders charged with site selection decisions to judge whether a community possesses a 
sufficient workforce pool in which they can draw as they relocate and expand operations. 
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1. Population Growth Trends Tied to 
Major Anchors 
Buoyed by the stability offered through steady public sector investment, the Manhattan Area has been largely 
insulated from recent global and national trends that adversely impacted communities throughout the 
nation. Indeed, demographic growth in the Manhattan Area has been more negatively impacted by 
localized events than large-scale economic slowdowns. For instance, the First Infantry Division’s relocation 
from Fort Riley to Wurzburg, Germany in 1996 to assume peacekeeping operations after the Bosnian War 
coincided with a near ten-year period of stalled regional population growth. From 1996 to 2005, a decade 
that aligned with the First Infantry’s movement, the Manhattan Area’s population grew by just 0.01 percent, 
or eight people. While many economists have declared the years between 2005 and 2015 to be America’s 
“lost decade,” a period marked by the Great Recession and near zero job growth, the Manhattan Area’s lost 
decade occurred nearly ten years prior. Upon the First Infantry Division’s return to Fort Riley in 2006, the 
region’s population again began to increase.  

Based on past trends, therefore, strategic defense decisions related to Fort Riley will likely exert strong 
influence on regional demographic and economic growth. A November 2016 report prepared by the 
Matrix Design Group for the Flint Hills Regional Council found that planned force reductions of 2,345 service 
members would result in 4,200 fewer jobs, $580 million in reduced gross regional product, and $420 million 
in reduced personal income in their planning region through fiscal year 2019.1 Reduced economic 
opportunity could stymie demographic growth as well. With over 15,417 service members and 19,686 family 
members living in the Flint Hills region, any decision to reduce service member presence will put a significant 
burden on the region’s other talent magnets to fuel future population growth.  

Contrary to Fort Riley’s effect on Manhattan Area demographics, Kansas State University’s (K-State) 
student enrollment dynamics have less impact on regional population trends. This is potentially because 
students who do not list residency in the Manhattan Area on their U.S. Census forms are not counted in the 
local population. From 1996 to 2005, K-State’s student population increased by 18.5 percent, or 3,600 
students. However, this increase did not counteract stagnant regional population growth. 

Three factors drive population growth in any community: natural change (the number of births minus the 
number of deaths), domestic migration (the number of people moving into the community or out of the 
community within the United States), and international migration (the number of people moving into the 
community or out of the community outside of the United States). These three growth pillars tend to vary 
by community; some are more adept at attracting international and/or domestic migrants and are given the 
moniker “talent magnet.” Other communities strike a balance between the three growth factors.  

 
1 It should be noted that this report predated proposed Defense Department funding increases recommended by the Trump 
Administration. 
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Those that grow largely through natural change tend to be at a disadvantage as they seek to secure a 
competitive workforce to drive future economic and community growth because net births over deaths rarely 
satisfy future talent demands.  

As seen in the following table, the Manhattan Area’s population growth rate outperformed all 
comparison geographies over the last decade with the exception of high growth peer Fort Collins (21.1 
percent). From 2006 to 2016, greater Manhattan added over 18,000 residents, an increase of 15.9 percent. 
The City of Manhattan’s population also increased, but more slowly than the region. As was mentioned, the 
Manhattan Area’s insulation from the effects of the Great Recession and its aftermath were potentially 
responsible for this outcome, especially considering the 2006 return of First Infantry soldiers. 

POPULATION GROWTH, 2006-2016 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Population Estimates 

Perhaps driven by trends at Fort Riley, Manhattan Area population has risen most quickly in Geary 
County from 2006 to 2016. During this period, Pottawatomie and Riley Counties also experienced fast growth 
and all greater Manhattan counties’ growth rates significantly exceeded state and national figures. 

POPULATION BY COUNTY, 2006-2016 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Population Estimates 

2006 2007 2009 2016 # % # %
Manhattan, KS 114,356 115,675 122,738 132,590 9,852 8.0% 18,234 15.9%
City of Manhattan 48,983 49,294 51,296 54,983 3,687 7.2% 6,000 12.2%
Ames, IA 84,739 86,540 89,285 97,090 7,805 8.7% 12,351 14.6%
Columbia, MO 152,784 155,666 160,565 176,594 16,029 10.0% 23,810 15.6%
Fort Collins, CO 280,713 286,112 296,696 339,993 43,297 14.6% 59,280 21.1%
Kansas 2,762,931 2,783,785 2,832,704 2,907,289 74,585 2.6% 144,358 5.2%
United States 298,379,912 301,231,207 306,771,529 323,127,513 16,355,984 5.3% 24,747,601 8.3%

Post Recession       
(2009-2016)

Ten Year Growth     
(2006-2016)
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Ames, IA 84,739 86,540 89,285 97,090 7,805 8.7% 12,351 14.6%
Columbia, MO 152,784 155,666 160,565 176,594 16,029 10.0% 23,810 15.6%
Fort Collins, CO 280,713 286,112 296,696 339,993 43,297 14.6% 59,280 21.1%
Kansas 2,762,931 2,783,785 2,832,704 2,907,289 74,585 2.6% 144,358 5.2%
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In contrast to long-term trends, the most recent annual estimates from the Census show a local population 
decline . Over the past year (2015-2016), total population in Greater Manhattan fell by nearly 3,000 residents, 
or 2.1 percent. This population decline stands in contrast to those in the comparison communities. Over a 
one year period, Fort Collins (1.8 percent), Ames (0.8 percent), and Columbia (1.2 percent) experienced 
positive growth. At the county level, Riley County accounted for the largest net loss of residents; the City of 
Manhattan alone lost roughly 1,400 residents. It should be noted, however, that the City of Manhattan may 
appeal the 2016 population estimates which it has done successfully in the past. As will be discussed more 
in-depth in later portions of this report, Pottawatomie County is the only geography in the Manhattan region 
to gain residents from 2015 to 2016 and stands among the state of Kansas’s fastest growing counties.  

POPULATION GROWTH, 2015-2016 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Population Estimates 

The Manhattan Area and its high growth peer, Fort Collins, differ significantly in the engines that drive each 
respective region’s population change. Population growth in the Manhattan Area is largely driven by a 
combination of natural change (births minus deaths) and international migration whereas domestic 
migration accounts for the bulk of population gains in Fort Collins. This is to say that regional population 
growth in the Manhattan Area is largely powered internally while Fort Collins is a magnet for external 
talent from across the United States.  

From 2006 to 2016, natural population change accounted for roughly seven tenths (69.8 percent) of total 
Manhattan Area growth while international migration accounted for three tenths (30.2 percent). Domestic 
migration, in contrast, acted as a resisting force. According to the United States Census Bureau, the 
Manhattan Area lost approximately 9,800 residents to other areas of the country over the most recent 
ten year period. This is contrasted with the 65 percent of Fort Collins’ growth attributable to domestic 
migration. 

2015 2016 # %
Manhattan, KS 135,487 132,590 -2,897 -2.1%

Geary County, KS 36,981 35,586 -1,395 -3.8%
Pottawatomie County, KS 23,194 23,661 467 2.0%
Riley County, KS 75,312 73,343 -1,969 -2.6%

City of Manhattan 56,353 54,983 -1,370 -2.4%
Ames, IA 96,346 97,090 744 0.8%
Columbia, MO 174,546 176,594 2,048 1.2%
Fort Collins, CO 333,869 339,993 6,124 1.8%
Kansas 2,906,721 2,907,289 568 0.0%
United States 320,896,618 323,127,513 2,230,895 0.7%

Y-O-Y Chg.          
(2015-2016)
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COMPONENTS OF POPULATION CHANGE, 2006-2016 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Population Estimates 

During public input sessions, stakeholders said that the Manhattan Area is most competitive for talent 
with a current or past association with the region or the Midwest. While this means that local 
companies do not typically look to the Coasts or Sunbelt for workers, they do feel that K-State expats, 
regardless of their current places of residence, are viable candidates for relocation if the right 
opportunity presented itself. Input respondents expressed dismay that negative external perceptions 
of Kansas may affect the desirability of talent to consider greater Manhattan as a destination. Specific 
comments were also made about the adverse impact on international talent of the murder of a worker 
of Indian descent in a Kansas City suburb in early 2017. 

Data provided by the United Van Lines 2016 Movers Study supports stakeholder concerns that the 
state of Kansas’s attractiveness as a destination to live and work may weigh on the region’s ability to 
attract domestic migrants. According to the study, approximately 60 percent of all total moves in the state 
of Kansas were outbound. Outbound movers were generally drawn out of the state of Kansas because of 
employment opportunity (59.5 percent), followed by retirement (15.1 percent) and family (13.5 percent). 

Job flow data provided by the United States Census Bureau’s Quarterly Workforce Indicators program also 
demonstrated that Kansas out-migrants are likely attracted to employment opportunities in other states. In 
net terms, the state of Kansas lost 2,077 workers to other areas of the United States in the second quarter of 
2015, with approximately one fourth of these workers employed in the Professional, Scientific, and Technical 
Services sector.  
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In a focus group, many higher education students highlighted the lack of professional opportunities 
as a deterrent to remaining in the Manhattan Area upon graduation. Students described regional 
employment opportunity as being tailored to workers in the service sector or reserved for seasoned 
corporate executives, with little opportunity in between. This sentiment was echoed by young 
professionals both in focus groups and the online survey. This “missing middle” situation was also 
noted as a challenge for available housing stock in greater Manhattan. 

In a recent survey on K-State students’ post-graduate intentions conducted by the Knowledge Based 
Economic Development (KBED) partnership, 64 percent of respondents indicated a preference to stay in 
Manhattan if they could find suitable employment. 

In contrast, only 18.4 percent of K-State students responding to the Community Assessment online 
survey expressed a desire to remain in the Manhattan Area if they could find a job. Of those, roughly 
a quarter are optimistic they will find a job in their field of study. Those who did not or were not sure 
said challenges included an unavailability of tech based businesses, fewer big private-sector firms, 
and a lack of economic diversity in the region. 

It should be no surprise that migration trends in the Manhattan Area are also strongly influenced by 
troop movements at Fort Riley and, to a much lesser extent, student population trends at K-State. As 
seen in the following chart, from 1995 to 1997, the Manhattan lost approximately 13,616 residents to other 
parts of the United States and, potentially, the globe. While it is difficult to isolate the proportion of out-
migrants who were Armed Services members, the period coincides with the deployment of the First Infantry 
Division to Wurzburg, Germany.  

Similar impacts were seen after the First Infantry returned to Fort Riley in the mid-2000s. Migration suddenly 
upticked in 2008 after years of declines. 

MANHATTAN AREA NET MIGRATION, 1994-2014 
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Source: Internal Revenue Service  

Migration data provided by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) provides further insight into the potential 
influence of Fort Riley and K-State’s impacts on net migration. By comparing tax returns filed in the current 
and previous year, the IRS is able to indicate population flows between counties. Data show that 
communities with nearby Armed Services instillations primarily supplied the Manhattan region with 
new residents. Fairbanks, Alaska (322 net in migrants), Anchorage, Alaska (195), Enterprise, Alabama (174), 
and Crestview, Florida (146) were among the region’s top sources of new domestic migrants. It is worth 
noting that only two top source counties did not possess a significant military instillation within or 
proximate to their respective geographies. Both communities were located within the state of Kansas and 
could potentially correlate with K-State students who were employed and filed tax returns in their home 
county then the following year in greater Manhattan. 

TOP IN-MIGRATION SOURCES, 2009-2014 

 
Source: Internal Revenue Service 

Out-migrations from the Manhattan Area are similarly tied to the military, but also reflect a stronger 
influence of major destination metropolitan areas and their more diverse job sectors. As a caveat, 
outmigration trends could also be somewhat linked to K-State graduates who worked in the Manhattan Area 
and either returned to their home counties of another metro location. From a military perspective, the 
following destination counties contained or were proximate to major defense installations: El Paso County, 
Colorado (-568 out-migrants), home to Fort Carson; Montgomery County, Tennessee (-399), home to Fort 
Campbell; and El Paso County, home of Fort Bliss (-379). 

As could be expected, by far the largest pull of Manhattan Area out-migrants was to the Kansas City, 
KS-MO region, with Johnson County, KS (-1,055) and Jackson County, MO (-280) composing more than a 
fifth of all Manhattan Area out-migrations from 2009 to 2014. Similarly, the Topeka (-726) and Lawrence (-

Military Base City #
Fairbanks North Star Borough (AK) Fort Wainwright Fairbanks, AK 322
Anchorage Borough (AK) JB Elmendorf-Richardson Anchorage, AK 195
Coffee County (AL) Fort Rucker Enterprise, AL 174
Okaloosa County (FL) Eglin AF Base Crestview, FL 146
Dale County (AL) Fort Rucker Dothan, AL 92
Ellis County (KS) - Hays, KS 90
Orange County (FL) Naval Air Warfare Center Orlando, FL 80
Cloud County (KS) - Concordia, KS 69
Jefferson County (NY) Fort Drum Watertown, NY 65
Chattahoochee County (GA) Fort Benning Columbus, GA 60
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381) metropolitan areas gained a sizable number of former Manhattan residents over the same five year 
period. 

 

TOP OUTMIGRATION DESTINATIONS, 2009-2014 

 
Source: Internal Revenue Service  

Compared to its benchmark peers, the Manhattan Area possesses a sizeable college age and young 
professional population. In 2015, approximately 28.7 percent of the region’s resident population was 
between the ages of 25 and 44, a prime workforce demographic. The region’s young professional population 
is more than 13.4 percentage points larger than its baby boom population (15.3 percent) aged 45 to 64. 
However, this advantage is shared by other communities with a significant university presence. Both 
Columbia (26.9 percent) and Fort Collins (26.1 percent) possess a large pool of young professionals compared 
to their overall population.  

Military Base City #
Johnson County (KS) Fort Leavenworth Kansas City, KS-MO -1,055
Shawnee County (KS) - Topeka, KS -726
El Paso County (CO) Fort Carson Colorado Springs, CO -568
Sedgwick County (KS) - Witchita, KS -533
Montgomery County (TN) Fort Campbell Clarksville, TN -399
Pierce County (WA) Fort Lewis Tacoma, WA -384
Douglas County (KS) - Lawrence, KS -381
El Paso County (TX) Fort Bliss El Paso, TX -379
Bexar County (TX) JB San Antonio San Antonio, TX -324
Jackson County (MO) Fort Leavenworth Kansas City, KS-MO -280
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AGE COMPOSITION, 2015 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Population Estimates 

Five year trends indicate that the Manhattan Area’s population continues to skew toward college age 
and young professional age groups. From 2010 to 2015, the number of residents aged 20 to 24 increased 
by 10.8 percent, while the number of residents aged 25 to 44 increased by 12.4 percent. Growth rates for 
both groups far exceeded national averages of 4.8 percent and 3.1 percent respectively. Moreover, growth 
within the Manhattan Area’s young professional population outpaced all other comparison geographies, 
with increases in the college-age cohort trailing only Ames and Fort Collins. This is a strong positive for 
regional workforce capacity if these adults can be retained in the community and connected with quality 
employment opportunities. 

PERCENT CHANGE BY AGE GROUP, 2010-2015 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Population Estimates  
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As with other trends, age dynamics in greater Manhattan are also skewed by the presence of Fort 
Riley and Kansas State University. According to the National Center for Education Statistics, approximately 
19,046 students at K-State were aged 25 or younger in 2015. Fort Riley also boasts a relatively young 
population, especially when comparing age demographics on base to the broader region. According to the 
United States Census Bureau, approximately 29.5 percent of residents within the Fort Riley Census 
Designated Place were between the ages of 20 and 24 (approximately 2,070 soldiers or family members) in 
2015, while 33.0 percent were between the ages of 25 and 44 (2,314).  

Young professionals participating in a focus group and online survey for the Greater Manhattan 
Project had positive feelings about the region and its assets but were concerned that certain key issues 
could prevent them from staying in the Manhattan Area for the long term. In addition to the 
previously referenced lack of entry and mid-level professional opportunities in the private sector, YPs 
were vocal in their criticism of the local housing market. Primary concerns were the availability of 
quality, affordable entry-level non-student housing as well as a lack of starter homes in their price 
ranges. Compounding these challenges were lower comparative wages offered by local employers. 
YPs said these issues combine to make their dollar stretch very thin in greater Manhattan. Young 
professionals in a focus group also voiced support for increased family-friendly activity centers along 
with better access to health care, particularly women’s health care services. 

The following “word cloud” displays the terms most frequently used by online survey participants 
between 25 and 34 years old responding to the question: “If you feel that it's a challenge, what needs 
to be done in the Manhattan Area to more effectively retain and attract young professionals?” Clearly, 
housing is a paramount concern of these residents. 

 

Another key component of population dynamics is a community’s racial and ethnic composition. A multitude 
of recent national surveys and reports have concluded that population diversity is a key positive criterion for 
young professionals and skilled talent of all ages when considering a destination to live and work. Many 
communities actively seek to enhance the diversity of their resident base by marketing to minority talent 
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outside the region and implementing diversity and inclusion programs targeting new migrants, businesses, 
and the public at large. 

RACE AND ETHNICITY, 2015 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Population Estimates 

Data show that the Manhattan Area is more diverse than most of the comparison geographies and 
has experienced increasing diversification in recent years. With 26.3 percent of greater Manhattan 
residents identifying as non-White Alone, the region is more diverse than all the benchmark areas except the 
U.S. As with all the benchmarks except for Ames, the largest minority groups in the Manhattan Area identify 
as Black or Hispanic. In Ames, the largest minority group is Asians at 7.6 percent of the population. 

As with every comparison area except Kansas, greater Manhattan has seen recent increases in all of 
its racial and ethnic population groups. The Manhattan Area’s Hispanic population has risen faster than 
the other categories with slightly over 30 percent growth from 2010 to 2015. The next fastest-rising category 
is Asians at 16.2 percent, although this trails growth in all the benchmark areas. 
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CHANGE IN RACIAL AND ETHNIC COMPOSITION (%), 2010-2015 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Population Estimates 

Similar to the other demographic indicators in this section, Market Street sought to determine the effect that 
Fort Riley has on regional population diversity. As a caveat, race and ethnicity data on the Fort Riley Census 
Designated Place are from population estimates rather than the American Community Survey, but 
percentages nevertheless provide a high-level view of the population on post. 

Of the 7,015 residents of the Fort Riley CDP in 2015, 63.7 percent identify as White, 15.3 percent as Black, 
13.6 percent as Hispanic, 2.7 percent as Asian, and 4.7 percent as “other.” Compared to the Manhattan region 
as a whole, Fort Riley is more diverse by roughly 10 percent. Higher percentages of Black and Hispanic 
residents on post likely help enhance greater Manhattan’s population diversity above the levels of the 
benchmark geographies that do not benefit from the presence of a major military installation. 

Given the Manhattan Area’s changing racial and ethnic demographics and the roughly one third of its 
population growth attributable to international migration, it is important that new and existing residents feel 
welcomed and included in the community.  

Opinions on whether greater Manhattan was welcoming and inclusive differed among majority and 
minority respondents to the online survey. Overall, 61.8 percent of respondents agreed or strongly 
agreed that the Manhattan Area provided opportunities, communities, and networks that were open 
and accessible to a diverse range of people and cultures. Only 33.7 percent of minority respondents 
felt similarly. While the majority of all groups felt that the Manhattan Area was welcoming, only 39.2 
percent of minorities agreed or strongly agreed it was inclusive compared to 61.3 percent of the total 
response base. When asked what the region could do to become more inclusive and/or welcoming, 
minority respondents focused on the potential for more culturally themed events, stronger public 
education and outreach, diverse representation on boards and committees, and targeted small 
business development, among other suggestions. 

One input participant noted that community divisions are exacerbated by the greater diversity of Fort 
Riley than the community as a whole. The respondent said that minority residents are often assumed 
to have a “military connection” and not expected be in the community long-term. The individual went 
on to add that greater Manhattan’s differing perceptions on race have been highlighted by the 
ongoing controversy over Manhattan High School’s Indians mascot. 

White Black Asian Hispanic Other
Manhattan, KS 2.1% 7.9% 16.2% 30.5% 5.4%
Ames, IA 4.4% 18.6% 36.7% 8.3% 24.8%
Columbia, MO 5.1% 9.2% 32.4% 17.0% 15.2%
Fort Collins, CO 9.3% 36.5% 24.1% 17.1% 26.8%
Kansas -0.5% 4.6% 20.3% 11.4% 9.6%
United States 0.3% 5.0% 17.9% 11.5% 13.0%
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Migration trends also strongly influence the percentage of a community’s population that lives in poverty. 
This is especially true in a fast growing, rather isolated region like the Manhattan Area that tends to draw 
residents from rural communities looking for better economic opportunities. Poverty dynamics in greater 
Manhattan are also influenced by the presence of Kansas State University and Fort Riley. For the former, 
students that declare Manhattan as their place of residency will likely earn either no incomes or lower average 
incomes because they are potentially working part-time. In the case of the latter, younger soldiers will not 
have accrued the higher incomes associated with officer ranks and long-term enlisted personnel. 

Data show that poverty rates of Manhattan Area residents are comparable to two of the three 
benchmark regions, though higher than the state and nation. Fort Collins has the lowest poverty rates 
of all the geographies studied. In 2015, 17.3 percent of Manhattan Area’s total population met the federal 
poverty threshold: $24,036 for a family of four with two children. Poverty rates in the region’s peer 
communities were similarly elevated relative to the national average (14.7 percent).  

In contrast to the region’s peers, however, poverty rates increased in the Manhattan region over the 
last five years. Between 2010 and 2015, the Manhattan Area’s poverty rate increased by one percentage 
point. Ames (0.1 percent) was the only other comparison geography to witness rising rates of poverty during 
this time period.  

TOTAL POVERTY RATE, 2010-2015 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates 

Trends for youth poverty are of more concern for greater Manhattan. Youth poverty rates are higher 
than all the comparison regions; moreover, the Manhattan Area was the only research geography to see its 
youth poverty increase from 2010 to 2015. 
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CHILD POVERTY RATES, 2010-2015 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates 

Higher percentages of Greater Manhattan youth in poverty create challenges to educate these children in 
public school and also leads to the potential that these children will raise the total poverty rate if they remain 
in the community as adults. It is unlikely that increases in youth poverty are tied to the region’s principal 
population anchor – K-State–as university students typically will not have young dependents. Rather, rising 
youth poverty is likely related to in-migration of families from rural Kansas communities as seen in IRS data. 

An analysis of school aged children (ages 5 to 17) in families reveals that poverty rates were elevated at USD 
475 in Geary County compared to other greater Manhattan school districts in 2015. At USD 475, 21.9 percent 
of school aged children in families were in poverty whereas poverty levels at other school districts throughout 
greater Manhattan (12.0 percent, excluding USD 475) was much closer to that of the benchmarks.  
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POVERTY RATES, AGES 5 TO 17 IN FAMILIES, 2015 

 
 

Source: United States Census Bureau, Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates 

Key Takeaways 

 Population growth in the Manhattan Area has been strong and sustained, though strongly tied to trends 
at its anchor institutions, primarily Fort Riley. 

 Domestic migration is largely from communities with large military installations but has been net 
negative in recent years. The Manhattan Area’s population growth is solely from births-over-deaths and 
international migration. 

 The Manhattan Area is younger and more diverse than the comparison regions, which is a potential 
positive for future workforce capacity. However, survey respondents feel that more could be done to 
make greater Manhattan a welcoming and inclusive community. 

 Young professionals in greater Manhattan see high housing costs, low wages, and a deficit of diverse 
job opportunities as the top threats to their continued residence in the region. 

 Overall poverty in the Manhattan Area is equivalent to the benchmark regions, though Greater 
Manhattan saw its rates rise faster than all the comparison areas. Youth poverty was of more concern in 
the region, with the Manhattan Area’s rates higher and rising faster than every benchmark geography. 

 

 

 

  

County District Name Poverty Rate
Riley Blue Valley USD 384 11.0%
Geary Geary County Schools USD 475 21.9%
Pottawatomie Kaw Valley USD 321 11.1%
Riley Manhattan USD 383 13.1%
Pottawatomie Onaga-Havensville-Wheaton USD 322 11.8%
Riley Riley County USD 378 16.1%
Pottawatomie Rock Creek USD 323 8.0%
Pottawatomie Wamego USD 320 9.3%
Poverty rate without USD 475 12.0%
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2. An Economy Dependent on Public-
Sector Employment 
There is no denying that the Manhattan Area is in a privileged position as home to two major public 
institutions employing thousands of local residents. According to an economic impact analysis conducted by 
Fort Riley, the military instillation alone contributes $1.7 billion to the local economy. Complementing that, 
Kansas State University generated a total economic impact of $882.1 million in Geary, Pottawatomie, and 
Riley Counties in fiscal year 2015. 

The benefit of having an economy closely tied to public institutions is the ability – as the Manhattan Area 
did – to survive national and economic slowdowns relatively unscathed. But the downside is that your 
regional fortunes are overly reliant on a sector that often exists at the whim of state and federal legislative 
priorities, processes, and policies. In addition, the job mix available to local talent has less variation than a 
region with a more robust private sector presence, a situation that poses a challenge for workforce retention 
and attraction in greater Manhattan. 

The Manhattan regional economy is dependent upon the public sector both at the state and federal 
levels. The military in particular remains in a constant state of flux as it addresses the nation’s strategic 
defense needs while also reducing taxpayer burden. In 2016, the Department of Defense issued a Base 
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) study estimating that the Armed Services’ physical base infrastructure was 
22 percent larger than its current needs, concluding that the Armed Services required a new BRAC round.2 
This sentiment is not shared by the Trump Administration, which has proposed large funding increases for 
the Department of Defense. The Manhattan region has shown tremendous public support for Fort Riley, with 
approximately 2,500 attending listening sessions related to sequestration. This support could be critical to 
ensuring that Fort Riley gets its share of any additional federal Defense dollars. 

State level funding cuts, especially for higher education, could further curtail economic growth. According 
for to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, state spending on a per student basis has declined 22.0 
percent in the state of Kansas between 2008 and 2016 – one of among 46 states that have reduced higher 
education expenditures. Such reductions can increase tuition costs as colleges offset state revenue losses. 
Tuition increases in turn reduce the attractiveness of the higher education institutions in the state of Kansas 
to out of state and international students.  

Whether it was uncertainty over public funding for higher education or continued BRAC rounds, 
stakeholders throughout public input voiced concern that the Manhattan region’s economy is overly 
dependent on the public sector. Promoting private sector growth by leveraging public sector 
investment such as the National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility was seen as a critical need to 
adequately diversify the region’s economy. In order to foster a more active private sector, some 
business people feel greater Manhattan will need to focus on improvements to business climate issues 
such as permitting, regulation, taxation, infrastructure, and telecommunications. Others believe that 

 
2 Department of Defense, Department of Defense Infrastructure Capacity. March, 2016.  
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the Manhattan Area would be better served by investing in entrepreneurship and growth of small to 
medium-sized firms. 

Self-identified public and private executives responding in the online survey felt that a more business-
friendly tax and regulatory climate, lower costs of business and housing, a more competitive 
workforce, better broadband and transportation infrastructure, and improved business attraction 
efforts – potentially aligned with NBAF – would help improve job-growth prospects. The need for 
more Class A office space was also an identified concern. 

The Manhattan region’s discontinuity with national and global trends as well as its linkages to anchor-based 
employment can be seen in the following table. From 2006 to 2016, Manhattan Area employment grew 
by 13 percent, trailing only Fort Collins, one of the most robust economies in the nation. Looking back 
even further, greater Manhattan’s economy grew by 25.5 percent from 2001 to 2016, a rate that led all the 
benchmark geographies. 

However, when looking at post-recession growth, rates in the Manhattan Area have been anemic 
compared to the benchmark areas. The region trailed all competitors, some by dramatic margins. Fort 
Collins again stands out as a strong performer. 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT, 2001-2016 

 
Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 

When examined at the county level, Manhattan Area trends come into even better focus. The effect of Fort 
Riley on Geary and Riley County data is clearer in the following table. 

2006 2007 2009 2016 # % # %
Manhattan, KS 65,874 69,702 73,897 74,452 555 0.8% 8,578 13.0%
Ames, IA 48,652 48,581 47,707 51,244 3,537 7.4% 2,592 5.3%
Columbia, MO 91,848 92,355 90,694 102,112 11,418 12.6% 10,264 11.2%
Fort Collins, CO 147,174 150,396 146,764 171,880 25,116 17.1% 24,706 16.8%
Kansas 1,519,732 1,552,455 1,510,788 1,556,856 46,068 3.0% 37,124 2.4%
United States 150,997,139 152,454,768 145,417,517 157,312,564 11,895,047 8.2% 6,315,425 4.2%

Post Recession       
(2009-2016)

Ten Year Growth     
(2006-2016)
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TOTAL EMPLOYMENT BY COUNTY, 2006-2016 

 
Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 

As was noted earlier in this report, Fort Riley experienced a strong personnel stimulus when the First Infantry 
returned from Germany in the mid-to-late 2000s. This economic stimulus is seen not only in county-level 
data, but also in year-to-year trends indexed to 2001. As seen in the following graphic, much of the 
Manhattan region’s economic growth is due to a three year period between 2005 and 2008. Over this 
period, the regional economy added approximately 11,500 jobs, representing over three quarters (75.7 
percent) of all job gains over the fifteen year period. According to Economic Modeling Specialists 
International, more than half (6,643 jobs) of job gains over this three year period were government related. 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT INDEX (2001 = 100), 2001-2016 

 
Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 

2006 2007 2009 2016 # % # %
Geary County, KS 26,229 29,387 32,398 32,238 -160 -0.5% 6,009 22.9%
Pottawatomie County, KS 9,928 9,951 10,224 10,835 611 6.0% 907 9.1%
Riley County, KS 29,717 30,364 31,275 31,379 104 0.3% 1,662 5.6%
Kansas 1,519,732 1,552,455 1,510,788 1,556,856 46,068 3.0% 37,124 2.4%
United States 150,997,139 152,454,768 145,417,517 157,312,564 11,895,047 8.2% 6,315,425 4.2%

Post Recession     
(2009-2016)

Ten Year Growth   
(2006-2016)
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Further highlighting the impact of government employment trends on the greater Manhattan economy, if 
you were to subtract public sector employment from overall job growth, the Manhattan region’s 
economic performance relative to its peer metros slips from the fastest growing to the slowest. From 
the point in 2007-2008 when the First Infantry returned, the divergence of public versus private sector growth 
in the Manhattan Area became more pronounced. 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT VS. TOTAL PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT INDEX (2001 = 100), 2001-2016 

 
Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 

Because of the outsized role Fort Riley plays in the Manhattan Area economy, Market Street wanted to assess 
regional employment trends if military jobs were not included in the data profile. As the following table 
suggests, Geary County’s economy is most adversely affected by removal of employment in the 
military sector. This is logical as the majority of Fort Riley jobs are located in Geary. Subtracting military 
employment results in Geary County’s ten-year growth rates shifting from 22.9 to 1.6 percent, while post-
Recession losses shift from 0.5 percent to a 5.8 percent decline. The effect of military job removal from 
Pottawatomie and Riley counties is negligible. 
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NON-MILITARY EMPLOYMENT BY COUNTY, 2006-2016 

 

Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 

What this data show is that the inclusion of Geary County in Manhattan Area employment analysis greatly 
affects the optics of regional trends. Greater Manhattan employment shifts from a net negative to a slight 
net positive after the Recession. However, as explained in the introduction to this report, Market Street 
believes the inclusion of Geary County data in regional analysis is appropriate given the significant role Fort 
Riley plays in Greater Manhattan’s economic and demographic trends. 

While the previous employment tables in this section reported data based on the location of the job itself, 
the following information lists the number of employed residents in the community. This is an important 
distinction and paints a slightly different picture of regional trends. As seen in place of residence data, the 
impact of Fort Riley trends are more pronounced in the counties where most military personnel reside. 
Riley and Geary counties still show post-Recession struggles, but Pottawatomie County and the City of 
Manhattan actually saw the number of employed residents rise during this period. As many input participants 
noted, higher ranking military personnel and officers are more likely to live in higher-income neighborhoods 
in Geary County and the City of Manhattan itself. It is possible that short term troop level trends at Fort Riley 
have less impact on higher ranking soldiers. It is worth noting that employment by place of residence data 
typically track closely with population growth.  

2006 2007 2009 2016 # % # %
Geary County, KS 26,229 29,387 32,398 32,238 -160 -0.5% 6,009 22.9%

Minus Military Emp. 14,502 14,607 15,647 14,732 -915 -5.8% 230 1.6%
Pottawatomie County, KS 9,928 9,951 10,224 10,835 611 6.0% 907 9.1%

Minus Military Emp. 9,831 9,856 10,135 10,741 606 6.0% 910 9.3%
Riley County, KS 29,717 30,364 31,275 31,379 104 0.3% 1,662 5.6%

Minus Military Emp. 29,418 30,078 31,004 31,081 77 0.2% 1,663 5.7%
Kansas 1,519,732 1,552,455 1,510,788 1,556,856 46,068 3.0% 37,124 2.4%
United States 150,997,139 152,454,768 145,417,517 157,312,564 11,895,047 8.2% 6,315,425 4.2%

Post Recession     
(2009-2016)

Ten Year Growth   
(2006-2016)
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EMPLOYMENT BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE, 2006-2016  

 
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Kansas Department of Labor 

Strengthening the region’s private sector so that it comprises a larger share of employment gains will 
undoubtedly require much effort on the part of Manhattan Area community leaders and economic 
development professionals. However, this is not to disparage the important work accomplished in recent 
years. The continued expansion of Caterpillar Inc.’s work tools facility in Wamego, Kansas, which added 
approximately 120 in 2011 and potentially more as Caterpillar moves business operations to the facility from 
its Elkader plant, continued promotion of industrial park development and expansion, as well as the attraction 
of regional corporate offices at the Kansas State University Office Park are positive movements toward 
regional economic diversification. 

Two key challenges to economic growth and diversification raised by public input participants 
included geographic isolation and external percentages of Manhattan and Kansas as a whole. While 
Kansas has in the past promoted a pro-business tax environment, uncertainty may exist in the minds 
of executives and site selectors regarding the degree to which the state can develop new or support 
existing infrastructure necessary for the relocation or expansion of their business operations. Kansas’ 
precarious budget position has already led to elimination of most economic development incentives, 
among other cuts. Stakeholders also voiced concern about the shift of infrastructure development 
and maintenance from state government to local municipalities. Nowhere were these concerns more 
strongly voiced than in the context of transportation infrastructure. Local government stakeholders 
noted that municipalities are continually asked to assume a larger financial share of highway and road 
improvements. This in turn creates pressure to increase tax rates from levels some already feel are 
too high. 

Focusing community resources on certain sectors of the economy to promote growth is a time tested 
strategy to enhance a community’s economic diversification, especially for communities with finite 
community and economic development resources. While the Greater Manhattan Project’s forthcoming 
Target Sector Analysis and Marketing Review will provide greater detail regarding the types of opportunities 
available to the Manhattan Area, examining general categories of economic activity provides an early look 
into the region’s potential future growth sectors.  

2006 2007 2009 2016 # % # %
Riley County, KS 33,789 38,239 35,888 35,657 -231 -0.6% 1,868 5.5%

City of Manhattan 26,289 29,751 27,921 29,803 1,882 6.7% 3,514 13.4%
Pottawatomie County, KS 10,814 11,177 10,471 11,885 1,414 13.5% 1,071 9.9%
Geary County, KS 10,695 11,397 13,077 11,580 -1,497 -11.4% 885 8.3%
Kansas 1,402,796 1,420,449 1,413,873 1,422,122 8,249 0.6% 19,326 1.4%
United States 151,408,833 153,123,083 154,188,500 159,186,417 4,997,917 3.2% 7,777,583 5.1%

Post Recession    
(2009-2016)

Ten Year Growth   
(2006-2016)
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As seen in the following table of major employment sectors in the Manhattan Area, the region’s only areas 
of specialization (LQs above 1.0) are in Crop and Animal Production, Utilities, and Government. With over 
33,000 jobs and an LQ of 2.94, Government is by far the largest and most concentrated sector in greater 
Manhattan. For nearly all two-digit sectors, earnings across the board are well below national 
averages. The exception is Government, which features earnings at 103 percent of the U.S. figure. This may 
reflect the need to incentivize certain positions at Kansas State and its high-level research centers.  

Recruitment of PhDs and post-doctoral fellows was also expressed as a likely contingency for the 
future National Bio and Agro-defense Facility. Overall, wage disparities were a prominent theme of 
public input, with stakeholders – especially young professionals – noting that pay rates were a 
disincentive for living and working in greater Manhattan considering its higher housing costs. 

EMPLOYMENT BY 2-DIGIT BUSINESS SECTOR, 2006-2016 

 
Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 

NAICS 
Code Sector Total

Annual 
Earnings

Earning
s % of LQ # % US %

11 Crop and Animal Production 1,092 $27,466 89.1% 1.18 233 27.2% 0.4%
21 Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction 83 $46,648 46.4% 0.25 57 228.4% 8.3%
22 Utilities 427 $81,071 80.2% 1.61 59 16.1% 2.5%
23 Construction 2,872 $44,352 86.3% 0.72  (674) -19.0% -16.0%
31 Manufacturing 3,270 $45,212 70.8% 0.55 125 4.0% -12.9%
42 Wholesale Trade 1,816 $46,686 64.4% 0.64 713 64.7% -1.1%
44 Retail Trade 6,513 $22,437 75.0% 0.84  (176) -2.6% 1.4%
48 Transportation and Warehousing 1,040 $40,153 79.9% 0.41 340 48.5% 10.3%
51 Information 703 $36,737 39.3% 0.51  (308) -30.5% -8.2%
52 Finance and Insurance 1,651 $49,375 50.5% 0.57 96 6.2% -4.4%
53 Real Estate and Rental and Leasing 951 $32,417 64.4% 0.78 95 11.2% -6.2%
54 Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services 2,299 $50,177 60.1% 0.48 767 50.1% 16.5%
55 Management of Companies and Enterprises 166 $56,992 49.4% 0.16  (49) -22.7% 24.0%
56 Admin./Support/Waste Mgmt./Remediation Svcs. 2,274 $27,685 77.4% 0.49  (835) -26.9% 6.5%
61 Educational Services 710 $26,557 68.4% 0.37 21 3.1% 23.7%
62 Health Care and Social Assistance 5,350 $33,746 71.6% 0.58 120 2.3% 23.8%
71 Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation 443 $16,461 49.6% 0.35  (78) -15.0% 14.9%
72 Accommodation and Food Services 6,039 $13,894 70.4% 0.95 1,354 28.9% 17.6%
81 Other Services (except Public Administration) 3,058 $26,928 95.8% 0.85 43 1.4% 2.6%
90 Government 33,694 $53,069 103.1% 2.94 6,677 24.7% 0.8%
99 Unclassified Industry - - - - - - 11.2%

Total 74,452 $41,684 82.3% 8,578 13.0% 4.2%

Employment, 2016 Ten Year Change
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Among underperforming sectors, of particular concern is the health care and social assistance sector, 
which grew by just 2.3 percent from 2006 to 2016 compared to 23.8 percent nationally. Though the provision 
of military health care services at Fort Riley might be a factor, health care employment in greater Manhattan 
nevertheless remains 50 percent below what would be expected for a community of its size. 

Community and business stakeholders across a wide range of constituent groups identified health 
care as a major concern for the Manhattan Area. Stakeholders noted challenges with finding a 
physician or a specialist in the area, especially primary care providers. Women’s health care capacity 
was specifically identified as an area of concern. At the same time, health care professionals in the 
Manhattan Area voiced concern regarding the challenges of recruiting general practice physicians and 
specialists to the region. These stakeholders noted that connecting Kansas State University pre-med 
students to the community could help ensure they return to greater Manhattan to practice, but 
acknowledged that this means maintaining communication through their years-long medical 
educations. 

Health care leaders do not feel a lack of graduate medical education in the Manhattan Area affects its 
overall physician capacity. They do not believe a medical school in the region would help alleviate its 
shortage of primary care doctors. 

A notable bright spot in greater Manhattan’s economic structural trends is growth the high-paying 
knowledge sector of professional, scientific, and technical services. Over the last decade (2006-2016), 
professional, scientific, and technical services grew by 50.1 percent, or roughly 770 jobs. Most notably, 
regional growth within the sector outpaced the national average (16.5 percent). Given the degree of 
engineering talent produced by Kansas State, regional professional, scientific, and technical services firms 
likely gain locational advantages through tapping into talent production at the university and/or utilizing the 
institution’s network of professors to solve sophisticated technical challenges. Businesses in the sector are 
also supported by Manhattan Area Technical College (MATC) which provides graduates with digital drafting 
design technology and information networking technology skill-sets. 

Professional, scientific, and technical services is far from the only bright spot for private-sector 
growth. Both wholesale trade (713 jobs, 64.7 percent) and transportation and warehousing (340 jobs, 48.5 
percent) have outpaced national sector growth rates. Regional manufacturing activity has also proven 
resilient relative to national trend, growing 4.0 percent from 2006 to 2016 compared to a national decline of 
12.0 percent. Each of these sectors offers wages near or above the regional average of $41,684. Despite 
recent growth in knowledge-based sectors like professional, scientific, and technical services, overall 
employment concentrations in these categories are still comparatively low; this presents a challenge not only 
for current research-focused activities in greater Manhattan, but especially for the future staffing needs of 
the $1.25 billion National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility. 

In order to assess the Manhattan Area’s current and required talent capacity to accommodate NBAF, 
Market Street compared the region to Frederick County, Maryland, home to the National Interagency 
Biodefense (NIB) campus. While there is no perfect comparison, Frederick County nevertheless serves as an 
example of what a talent base comprises in an existing biodefense and public health cluster. As the following 
table shows, Frederick County possesses a diverse, concentrated array of scientific and technical talent to 
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support public and private sector activities housed in the NIB campus. Employment among life scientists was 
nearly 5.4 times more concentrated in the Frederick region compared to the average community nationwide 
while physical scientists were 3.1 times more concentrated.  

WORKFORCE CONCENTRATIONS: MANHATTAN AREA VS. FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND, 2016 

 
Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 

In the context of the Manhattan Area, current occupational concentrations would be insufficient to 
support a biodefense cluster similar to Frederick County’s. Except at the technician level, Greater 
Manhattan’s employment among life scientists, physical scientists, computer occupations, mathematical 
science occupations, and engineers is at or below national concentrations. In contrast, Frederick County’s 
location quotients for these occupations are all above national rates, in some cases by large margins. Next, 
Market Street attempted to present a hypothetical scenario to estimate the additional Manhattan Area 
workforce needed to match Frederick County’s concentrations. Assuming that NBAF and resulting private 
sector life sciences companies require (or result in) similar levels of occupational employment composition, 
the Manhattan region would likely need to add approximately 3,261 workers with skill-sets across all 
six occupational categories to match Frederick County’s levels. The largest gaps include computer 
occupations (-1,532 gap), engineers (-607 gap), and life scientists (-649 gap). 

OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT GAP SCENARIO, 2016 

 
Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI), Market Street Services 

Occupation Emp. LQ Hourly Wage Occupation Emp. LQ Hourly Wage
Computer Occupations 1,007 0.5 $26.91 Computer Occupations 3,614 1.2 $39.28
Mathematical Science Occs. 71 0.9 $26.19 Mathematical Science Occs. 271 2.3 $43.06
Engineers 494 0.6 $33.35 Engineers 1,567 1.3 $48.34
Life Scientists 139 1.0 $34.53 Life Scientists 1,122 5.4 $42.62
Physical Scientists 100 0.8 $34.58 Physical Scientists 615 3.1 $50.54
Life/Phys./Social Sci. Techs. 218 1.2 $19.45 Life/Phys./Social Sci. Techs. 344 1.3 $23.78

Manhattan, KS Frederick, MD

Current Target Current Emp Gap Target
Computer Occupations 0.5 1.2 1,007 1,532 2,539
Mathematical Science Occs. 0.9 2.3 71 119 190
Engineers 0.6 1.3 494 607 1,101
Life Scientists 1.0 5.3 139 649 788
Physical Scientists 0.8 3.1 100 332 432
Life/Phys./Social Sci. Techs. 1.2 1.3 218 23 242

Location Quotient Employment
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While actual occupational totals to support greater Manhattan’s biodefense cluster will likely vary from these 
estimates, they at least provide some context for understanding the massive training and talent attraction 
requirements necessary to build a knowledge-based cluster. 

Focus group and interview participants differed in their perspectives on whether the Manhattan 
region was truly prepared for NBAF’s anticipated launch in 2022. While most assume that the majority 
of research talent will be recruited to Manhattan, there are concerns about non-research staff 
capacity. Skilled trades training such as HVAC and building maintenance was highlighted as an area 
of need particularly due to the complexity of repairing critical equipment and attaining security 
clearance in a biosafety level 4 (BSL-4) facility. Other stakeholders noted that Kansas State University 
and Manhattan Area Technical College were doing everything in their power to ensure that regional 
talent development will fully support NBAF when construction is complete by 2022. This includes 
programs that have already been launched at MATC. 

There is some concern among private developers surveyed for this process that opportunities to leverage 
NBAF for follow-on development will be limited because adjacent properties are owned by Kansas State 
University and its affiliated foundations. However, Kansas State has demonstrated a willingness to partner 
with private firms – for example, at the Kansas State University Office Park – and potentially could invite 
outside investors to participate in projects near NBAF. The KSU Office Park is an innovative multi-building 
development providing companies with a physical location to access the expertise of Kansas State students 
and faculty. Housing dozens of corporate interns, the Office Park acts as a soft landing pad for companies 
such as Garmin and GE Aviation interested in Manhattan but not ready to invest in a regional office. 

To proactively assess and direct development around NBAF and other assets, Kansas State conducted a North 
Campus Corridor Master Plan to determine highest-and-best uses for land as well as infrastructure, urban 
design, transportation, and other needs related to the district. 

However, not all NBAF-fueled investments will need to be located proximate to the facility. For projects 
seeking greenfield sites, larger contiguous tracts of land will likely be found outside of Riley County in Geary 
and Pottawatomie Counties. In this way, NBAF is a regional opportunity and must be leveraged as such. In 
addition to labor, addressing needs for gigabit-speed broadband, four-lane highways, and other 
infrastructure will be priorities for all Manhattan Area governments. 

As seen in the analysis of greater Manhattan’s workforce capacity to support NBAF, the issue of talent 
attraction, retention, and preparation is critical to ensuring that the Manhattan Area can grow the type 
of jobs that will build wealth in the region. In fact, workforce skill levels and capacity have become the number 
one competitive criterion of communities across the nation and, indeed, the world. 

Because many of the best new jobs being created in the New Economy require candidates to possess a 
bachelor’s degree or higher, educational attainment rates are important workforce criteria determining labor 
force competitiveness. Knowledge-based firms assessing regions for potential investment will look at 
educational attainment percentages as proxies for local workforce quality. 

Data show that the Manhattan Area does not reflect the same degree of educational attainment as its 
peer communities with large state universities. As seen in the following chart, in 2015 only 35.5 percent 
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of the Manhattan Area’s resident population held a bachelor’s degree or higher. Compared to Ames (48.3 
percent bachelor’s degree or higher), Columbia (47.3 percent), and Fort Collins (44.3 percent), greater 
Manhattan trailed all regional benchmarks by 10 or more percentage points. The Manhattan Area’s 
educational attainment was slightly higher than state and national rates. 

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, 2015 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, American Community Survey 

As with other trends, the presence of Fort Riley likely affects educational attainment rates. According 
to the U.S. Census Bureau, only 12.0 percent of residents within the Fort Riley Census Designated Place (CDP) 
possessed a bachelor’s degree or higher. If you remember, however, the average age of Fort Riley skewed 
younger, meaning that on-post personnel are likely comprised of recently enlisted soldiers, many of whom 
enter the military right after high school. According to local officials, Fort Riley’s married soldiers with children 
and higher ranking officers are more likely to live off-post. 

Although educational attainment percentages in the Manhattan Area underperform its peers, they 
are increasing at faster rates than the benchmark communities. From 2010 to 2015, the distribution of 
residents with a bachelor’s degree or higher increased by 2.4 percentage points in greater Manhattan, a 
figure that led all comparison areas. The tremendous training capacity offered by K-State and Manhattan 
Area Technical College can be a real asset for increasing educational attainment rates, especially if 
populations such as transitioning military can be connected with training and re-training opportunities. 
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PERCENTAGE POINT CHANGE IN EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT, 2010-2015 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, American Community Survey (5 Yr.) 

Educational attainment levels are typically higher in regions with large universities not only because of the 
administrative and faculty talent attracted to the community but also the potential that graduates will remain 
in the area to live and work. As with its comparison regions, greater Manhattan greatly benefits from 
the presence of a large state university campus. K-State provides the community with a constantly 
replenishing supply of talent that can be leveraged to support the local economy. Manhattan Area Technical 
College (Manhattan Tech) compliments Kansas State’s four-year degree capacity by awarding certificates 
and Associate’s degrees more closely tied to employer needs. 

The following table displays not only total higher education enrollment and degree awards but also their per 
capita levels in greater Manhattan and the comparison regions. Though roughly equivalent to per capita 
enrollment and degree capacity of Fort Collins, the Manhattan Area trails the ratios of Ames and Columbia 
for both categories. This is likely due not only to the larger size of Iowa State University and University of 
Missouri-Columbia enrollment, but also greater capacity at the two-year college level. 

HIGHER EDUCATION DATA, 2015 

 
Source: National Center for Education Statistics 

These ratios are borne out by comparison of per capita degree completions by award level. Associate’s 
degree completions are especially low in the Manhattan and Fort Collins regions compared to Ames and 

2010 2015 PCT Change 2010 2015 PCT Change
Manhattan, KS 7.0% 5.5% -1.4% 33.1% 35.5% 2.4%
Ames, IA 4.7% 4.1% -0.6% 47.2% 48.3% 1.0%
Columbia, MO 8.1% 6.6% -1.5% 45.2% 47.3% 2.1%
Fort Collins, CO 6.3% 4.7% -1.6% 42.5% 44.3% 1.8%
Kansas 10.8% 9.8% -1.0% 29.3% 31.0% 1.7%
United States 15.0% 13.3% -1.6% 27.9% 29.8% 1.9%

No HS Diploma BA Degree or Higher

Total
Per 1,000 
Residents Total

Per 1,000 
Residents

Manhattan, KS 25,465 187.8 8,376 61.78
Ames, IA 52,938 551.3 16,198 168.69
Columbia, MO 49,812 284.7 16,934 96.78
Fort Collins, CO 63,388 190.0 19,724 59.13

Enrollment Degrees
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Columbia. This could be a function of larger enrollments at two-year colleges in Ames (11,951 students) and 
Columbia (17,211) versus 5,000 students in greater Manhattan. 

DEGREE COMPLETIONS PER 1,000 RESIDENTS, 2015 

 
Source: National Center for Education Statistics 

Graduating from high school remains an important determinant of a child’s future economic 
prosperity. However, public input participants wondered whether the region is truly reaching children 
who do not desire a traditional, four-year bachelor’s degree. Education and workforce development 
professionals noted that the region’s career training is an underutilized and under-invested asset. 
Supporting Manhattan Area Technical College and increasing its market awareness among students 
and parents was seen as a potential path forward, especially given the region’s tight labor market and 
the earning potential that technical careers command. MATC officials are seeking to improve the 
perception of technical education in the region by reaching out not only to parents and students but 
also actively seeking partnerships with K-State and private sector companies and organizations. 
Education and workforce development stakeholders are hopeful that greater Manhattan business 
leaders will play an increasingly important role in workforce development, especially as school 
districts across the region advance STEM education and prepare students who may not desire a four-
year degree for careers post-graduation. 

Many times it is not enough just to provide adequate degree-granting capacity to ensure that a region’s 
workforce participation rates are maximized. Availability of quality, affordable child care and efficient public 
transportation options are also important to enable adults to access training and employment. According to 
a survey conducted by Wichita State University for a Community Needs Assessment for Riley County, 
approximately 40 percent of respondents found that the county’s child care was unaffordable.3 Moreover, 
11 percent of high income respondents in the same survey indicated that they lost or were forced to quit 
their jobs due to inaccessible child care. 

A lack of reliable and cost-competitive child care was one of the most frequently cited Manhattan 
Area workforce challenges by public input participants, especially young professionals. 

 
3 Wichita State University. Community Needs Assessment for Riley County. Riley County Seniors’ Service Center. 2015. 

Certificate
Associate's 

Degree
Bachelor's 

Degree
Master's 
Degree

Doctor's 
Degree

Manhattan, KS 11.3 2.9 35.1 9.3 3.1
Ames, IA 16.2 40.2 86.3 15.2 10.8
Columbia, MO 1.7 15.8 60.9 14.0 4.5
Fort Collins, CO 2.9 1.7 40.0 11.5 3.2
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Key Takeaways 

 Long-term employment growth in greater Manhattan has been strong, but stagnant post-Recession 
growth demonstrates the key influence Fort Riley trends exert on the regional economy. As can be 
expected, impacts are greater on counties that house the majority of military employment and residents 
with direct linkages to Fort Riley. 

 The Manhattan Area relies heavily on public sector employment to comprise its economic mix, with 
Government jobs three times more concentrated than at the national level. This over-dependence 
depresses wage rates, limits job diversity, adversely impacts talent retention and attraction, and makes 
greater Manhattan more vulnerable to spending cuts at the state and federal levels. 

 While growth in the high-paying, technology-focused Professional and Technical Services sector has 
been a positive trend, greater Manhattan’s comparatively lower concentration of health care 
employment and stakeholder complaints about services capacity are concerns. 

 The National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility represents a transformative opportunity for greater 
Manhattan, which must greatly increase its skills base to match talent levels in Frederick County, 
Maryland, an existing biodefense hub. 

 Workforce capacity in the Manhattan Area is largely competitive, though the region lags the educational 
attainment and per capita degree-granting output of the benchmark communities. 
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3. Economic Diversification through 
Research Commercialization and 
Entrepreneurship Gradually Advances 
Higher educational research institutions have been called the “steel mills of the 21st Century” because of their 
actual and potential impact on job creation in their communities. Because of the growing expectations on 
research universities to stimulate local economic development, they have been adding capacity to translate 
institutional research into patentable intellectual property and private companies through commercialization 
activities. More than just capital expenditures, however, transforming research universities into private-sector 
job creation engines often requires a culture change among faculty not accustomed to thinking about 
commercial applications for their research and already burdened with the responsibilities for teaching and 
publishing their work. 

A K-State faculty member participating in a focus group echoed challenges faced by professors who 
might be interested in commercializing their research but may not have the time, desire, or 
wherewithal to start and run a company. The faculty member would like to see commercialization 
processes become more transparent and user-friendly for researchers with potentially translatable 
technologies. 

Kansas State University has significantly ramped up its sponsored research, technology transfer, and 
commercialization activities, but must play catch up to research universities like the Stanford University, 
Georgia Institute of Technology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Johns Hopkins, Carnegie-Mellon, 
University of California system universities, and other institutions that have pursued research-as-economic-
development programs for decades. K-State is also facing dwindling support from the state of Kansas, which 
is cutting programs to shore up budget shortfalls. 

The following table of institutional research activity and impacts shows that K-State trails competitor 
institutions and systems in all categories, although its amount of licensing income per capita is a 
positive trend. K-State’s research expenditures of $188 million in 2015 trailed Iowa State University ($352 
million) and Colorado State University ($317 million) by nearly 70 and 90 percent respectively. Both 
competitor universities also derived stronger licensing activity, patenting, and startup creation relative to 
Kansas State University. University of Missouri trends must be measured against the fact that individual 
campuses are not differentiated in data reports. 
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RESEARCH AND COMMERCIALIZATION ACTIVITY, 2015 

 

*Figures include the entire university system 

Source: Association of University Technology Managers 

As noted, however, K-State has been gradually building the infrastructure to support enhanced technology 
transfer and research commercialization. This includes ramping up investment and staffing of research 
centers like the Biosecurity Research Institute (BRI), research administration and development programs, and 
technology transfer capacity. 

An input participant with knowledge of higher ed technology transfer departments said Kansas State 
University’s office was of extremely high quality, but lacked the staff capacity of institutions with 
more established track-records of research commercialization. Need for expanded capacity across all 
commercialization functions was a common theme of public input. One university-affiliated official 
noted that the key to taking K-State’s processes to the next level was an infusion of capital investment 
from public and private sources outside Kansas. 

The Kansas State University Institute for Commercialization (KSU-IC) is an affiliated entity dedicated to 
the start-up and expansion of technology-based, high-growth enterprises in support of basic research 
commercialization and utilization of corporate intellectual property (IP). The organization provides 
entrepreneurs with assistance cross a range of commercialization stages. According to K-State, the Institute 
generated revenue of $2.7 million in FY2015 while driving $126 million in sales activity through KSU-IC clients 
and licensed technologies.  

Complimenting, KSU-IC, K-State’s Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation focuses not only on 
student entrepreneurship and bridging the gap between entrepreneurial education and venture launch but 
also a mission to enhance entrepreneurship and enterprise creation statewide. In addition to offering an 
entrepreneurship major and minor, the Center implements startup competitions, a speaker series, and a 
student venture accelerator. 

Licensing Income
Licensing 

activity Startups 
Patents 
Issued

Research 
Expenditures

Kansas State University $3,203,223 11 2 7 $188,721,000

Iowa State Universtiy $3,216,722 108 4 31 $351,970,275

University of Missouri* $7,951,548 74 5 36 $321,181,916

Colorado State University $4,780,882 41 5 29 $317,218,632

Manhattan, KS

Ames, IA

Columbia, MO

Fort Collins, CO
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Greater Manhattan is also home to a unique public-private partnership, Knowledge Based Economic 
Development, LLC (KBED), that strives to utilize the workforce, innovation, and training capacity housed at 
Kansas State University in order to spur economic growth. According to KBED, the organization has 
generated nearly $12.6 million in capital investment from 17 company relocations since its inception. This 
investment has resulted in approximately 394 new full-time equivalent (FTE) jobs with an average annual 
salary of $48,650.  

Public-private as well as public entrepreneurship programs and facilities have also emerged to compliment 
the growing capacity at K-State. The Manhattan Area Chamber of Commerce’s operates a Kansas 
Entrepreneurial Center to promote entrepreneurship and innovation by providing low cost wet lab and office 
space to startups and other companies evaluating the Manhattan Area market. The Inventor’s Club is a local 
makerspace that focuses on developing “pitchable” intellectual property. The Fellow is a recently launched 
co-working space in Manhattan for mobile and remote employees to office, artists and startups to have a 
lower-cost workspace, and the entrepreneurial community to network and hold events. 

Focus group participants and interviewees said that greater Manhattan’s entrepreneurial ecosystem 
is expanding but still lacks the critical mass and capacity of more established startup hubs. The 
region’s “culture” of entrepreneurship must be cultivated to lessen potential investors’ risk-averse 
tendencies and encourage enterprise development as a worthwhile career path. Stakeholders also 
noted a lack of experienced corporate-suite talent to scale startups to a sustainable size. Focus group 
participants were particularly concerned that investor capacity in the region was insufficient to 
support high-risk, high-reward ventures. They indicated that greater Manhattan’s investor 
community tends to have a “one and done” mentally where companies and entrepreneurs are given 
a single chance to succeed. Along with educating investors on the virtues of serial entrepreneurship, 
innovation and entrepreneurship stakeholders also highlighted a need to work with researchers on 
honing business development strategies.  

Despite identified challenges, input participants believe that the capital exists to effectively fund and 
grow startups if the “right idea” is promoted and cultivated. One participant noted that “anything the 
region could do to tap into Silicon Prairie” would enhance the region’s attractiveness as viable 
destination to advance graduating students’ professional careers. 

Opinions of self-identified entrepreneurs responding to the online survey were mixed on the 
competitiveness of the regional ecosystem. Slight majorities of respondents felt that capital 
availability was average or above average, though they were more bullish about mentorship 
opportunities, networking events, small business support, and workforce availability. Of more 
concern was the availability of incubation facilities and accelerator programs. 

Although patent production only quantifies the volume of idea creation (as opposed to the quality of those 
ideas), raw patent production when adjusted for community sized does provide insight into how innovation 
capacity in the Manhattan region compares against its peers. For much of the 2000s, patent production 
in the Manhattan region was largely flat. From 2000 to 2009, production in the Manhattan region 
oscillated between nine and 14 patents in a given year. Since 2010, however, production in the Manhattan 
Area grew from 19 patents in 2010 to 39 in 2015, an increase of 105 percent. On a per capita basis, however, 
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the Manhattan region’s performance is comparably weaker. Only the Columbia metro area (1.9 patents 
per 1,000 residents) produced fewer patents on a per capita basis than greater Manhattan (2.9). Production 
in both Ames (8.8) and Fort Collins (11.8) outperformed all peer geographies.  

PATENTS PER 1,000 RESIDENTS, 2015 

 
Source: United States Patent and Trademark Office  

According to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), the Manhattan region’s innovation 
ecosystem, at least as far as patent production is concerned, is largely comprised by Kansas State 
University (26.9 percent) and individually owned patents (14.1 percent). Similarly patenting activity in 
Ames was largely driven by Iowa State University which represented 28.8 percent of all patents produced in 
the region from 2000 to 2015. Patenting activity in Fort Collins, in contrast, was far more dominated by the 
private sector, specifically Hewlett-Packard (39.1 percent of all patents). 

The Manhattan and Ames regions are similar in the types of patents awarded. Of the two regions’ top 
technology classes for which patents were filed, five were food, animal, or life sciences related. The greater 
patent outputs in Ames could be a result of the ag-bio companies that have clustered around Iowa State 
University. Monsanto, Syngenta, Deere and Company are top drivers of innovation capacity in the Ames 
region. In contrast, patent generators in the Manhattan region are more diverse in sector, ranging from 
Caterpillar, Inc. to Sprint Communications to ExxonMobil. Manhattan Area research and investment related 
to biodefense could yield significant private sector commercialization opportunities as researcher-
entrepreneurs and private sector companies scale new technologies to market to complement existing K-
State biodefense research and the pending launch of NBAF. 
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Self-employment in the Manhattan region – a statistical proxy for entrepreneurship – has remained 
relatively stable over the last decade. As shown in the following table, from 2006 to 2016, self-employment 
in the region declined by just -0.1 percent, or roughly two self-employed individuals. Despite the decline, the 
Manhattan region has outperformed all of its peer geographies; Ames (-7.5 percent), Columbia (-5.1 percent), 
and Fort Collins (-7.0 percent) all suffered from sharper declines in self-employment over the ten year 
timespan. These are due, in part, to the differences in self-employment recoveries after the Great Recession. 
From 2009 to 2016, self-employment has increased in the Manhattan region by 3.2 percent, a gain of 102 
individuals. In contrast, self-employment declined in all comparison geographies with large percentage point 
declines in Ames (-4.8 percent) and Fort Collins (-4.7 percent). Nationally, self-employment declined by 2.3 
percent over the seven year recovery period as self-employed individuals who were displaced from the labor 
market launched their own companies. 

SELF-EMPLOYMENT, 2006-2016 

 
Source: Economic Modeling Specialists International (EMSI) 

It is worth highlighting that self-employment in the Manhattan region has been an important component of 
its economic growth post-recession. As discussed in earlier sections of this report, total regional employment 
increased by just 0.8 percent (555 jobs) since 2009. Self-employment accounted for roughly one-quarter 
of all job growth in the Manhattan Area from 2009 to 2016.  

Self-employed individuals are correlated with one-person firms. Expanding our perspective to small 
businesses with multiple employees, a different picture emerges. Startup creation data provided by the U.S. 
Bureau’s Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) program shows that small business creation in greater 
Manhattan has been lagging in recent years. QWI utilizes administration records to link private sector 
workers with their employers. From this connection, the QWI program is able to provide information 
regarding how many workers in a community are employed in small or large firms or younger or older firms. 
Employment in firms aged one year or less is a particularly important indicator of entrepreneurship and 
startup health. 

Over the last two decades (1996 to 2016), employment among new firms (0 to 1 years old) in the Manhattan 
Area declined from its peak in 1996 (2,046 jobs) to a low of 930 jobs in 2016. 

2006 2007 2009 2016 # % # %
Manhattan, KS 3,287 3,238 3,183 3,285 102 3.2% -2 -0.1%
Ames, IA 3,261 3,467 3,169 3,017 -152 -4.8% -244 -7.5%
Columbia, MO 5,050 4,915 4,829 4,791 -38 -0.8% -259 -5.1%
Fort Collins, CO 12,885 12,873 12,570 11,982 -588 -4.7% -903 -7.0%
Kansas 112,630 111,483 107,623 99,792 -7,831 -7.3% -12,838 -11.4%
United States 10,943,619 10,873,070 10,482,163 10,240,394 -241,769 -2.3% -703,225 -6.4%

Post Recession   
(2009-2016)

Ten Year Growth  
(2006-2016)
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EMPLOYMENT BY FIRM SIZE, 2011-2016 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, 2011-2016 

Some of the observed loss is simply due to “survivor bias:” the natural aging of new firms past the “startup” 
phase. As a result of this aging process and slower startup development, the Manhattan region’s new firm 
creation has not contributed significantly to employment growth. As such, curtailed startup activity has 
skewed employment toward larger firms. In 2011, small businesses accounted for approximately 23.8 percent 
of total greater Manhattan employment. Five years later (2016), small businesses represent only 21.5 percent 
of total regional employment, or 7,363 workers.  

Entrepreneurship and small business creation strategies will certainly need to address startup and small 
business financing in the Manhattan region. According to the United States Federal Financial Institutions 
Examination Council (FFIEC), small business loan issuance in the Manhattan region has declined over a 
five year period between 2010 and 2015. The decline is particularly concerning due to the fact that small 
business issuance has increased in all of Manhattan’s peer geographies.  
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SMALL BUSINESS LOANS, 2010-2015 

 
Source: United States Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) via Moody’s 

From 2010 to 2015, the number of small business loans issued in the Manhattan region declined by 9.8 
percent. In comparison, small business loan issuance in Ames (13.8 percent), Columbia (46.1 percent), and 
Fort Collins (26.4 percent) increased as the nation recovered from the Great Recession. Nationally, small 
business loan issuance increased by 39.0 percent over the most recent five year period.  

Although the Manhattan region furnishes fewer loans to small businesses, the region does lead its 
peer communities in the average size of its loans. In 2015, financial institutions throughout the Manhattan 
region provided successful small business loan applicants with approximately $63,151 in debt.  Average loan 
sizes among all of the region’s peer communities were smaller, and in some cases notably so. For instance, 
average loan sizes in Ames ($36,831) and Fort Collins ($36,959) were nearly half that of the Manhattan region.  

Though the Manhattan Area is relatively isolated from major population centers, the presence of K-State, 
multiple research centers, and the significant capacity that will be housed at NBAF provides fertile ground to 
cultivate greater Manhattan’s research commercialization capacity and entrepreneurial ecosystem. The 
region’s compelling quality of life, good schools, and strong leadership positions it competitively to continue 
K-State and the community’s transformation from university town to research hub. If the Manhattan region 
can successfully compete with Kansas City and other life science innovation clusters such as Ames, it will 
further advance the region’s economic diversification and reduce its reliance on public sector anchors to 
drive employment and demographic growth. 

Key Takeaways 

 Kansas State University has consistently increased its institutional capacity to conduct and commercialize 
research, including launching and staffing organizational and programmatic resources to transfer 
patentable technologies and seed research-driven private enterprises. However, K-State’s research 
investments and outputs trail the benchmark institutions profiled in this report. 

2015
% Change (2010-

2015) 2015
# Change (2010-

2015) 2015
% Change (2010-

2015)
Manhattan, KS 1,377 -9.8% 453.4 -56.1 $63,151 1.6%
Ames, IA 1,169 13.8% 460.8 28.7 $36,831 -11.5%
Columbia, MO 2,724 46.1% 561.9 142.3 $60,487 -4.1%
Fort Collins, CO 8,252 26.4% 737.6 86.8 $36,959 16.0%
Kansas 35,846 17.9% 413.0 64.4 $42,355 -8.8%
United States 5,834,828 39.0% 612.7 146.0 $37,418 -9.4%

Number of Loans
Number of Loans Per 1,000 

Establishments Average Loan Size
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 Greater Manhattan’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is gradually expanding, though is still reportedly under-
developed compared to startup hubs with sufficient investment capital, networking and mentorship 
programs, and incubation and acceleration programs and facilities. 

 Patent awards in the Manhattan Area are lower per capita than the benchmark regions and skew more 
towards public rather than private sector generation. Conversely, the majority of patents granted in Fort 
Collins were to private corporations. 

 Sole proprietorship trends in greater Manhattan have been positive, with single-employee firms 
comprising nearly 25 of regional job growth post-Recession. However, small business creation in firms 
with multiple employees lags the comparison areas. The Manhattan Area was the only profiled 
geography to see a recent decline in its number of small business loans per capita. 
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4. Attractive Quality of Life, but is it 
Sustainable? 
It would be a mistake to assume that the Manhattan Area’s demographic and economic stability is solely a 
function of its major anchor employers. It is true that the anchors provide a steady population stream to the 
region, but ultimately it is the quality of the community that retains and attracts K-State graduates, former 
military personnel, and residents with no affiliation with either the university or Fort Riley. 

In an economic development landscape driven by workforce capacity to support knowledge jobs, quality of 
place increasingly defines a community’s competiveness for talent and, consequently, business. However, 
quality of place preferences vary from individual to individual and business to business. For example, certain 
individuals may prize the arts and culture assets that coincide with a local higher education institution. Others 
may place a premium on quality parks and trails while others still may desire proximity to the countryside. 
This is to say that quality of place is comprised by the community’s full suite of offerings: attributes that 
engender a sense of place among long-time residents, commuting workers, and visitors alike.  

Successful communities typically offer a complex array of services, activities, and programming. The Project 
for Public Spaces finds that successful communities generally share the following four qualities: “they are 
accessible; people are engaged in activities there; the space is comfortable and has a good image; and finally, 
it is a sociable place: one where people meet each other and take people when they come to visit.”4 Fulfilling 
most of these qualities can be the difference between imparting a strong or weak sense of place among 
residents and visitors.  

The Manhattan region’s quality of place is praised by both residents and impartial outsiders. The 
community is frequently highlighted by national publications for its quality of life offerings whether it is 
Business Insiders’ “Twenty Best U.S. College Towns” (2015) or movoto.com’s “Ten Best Places in the Midwest” 
(2014). Although the region frequently obtains national accolades, business and community leaders in 
the Manhattan region felt that the Manhattan Area still does not adequately “tell its story” to outside 
audiences.  

Part of Manhattan’s story is the continued investment in the region’s quality of place assets. Whether it is 
investment and revitalization of downtown Manhattan, the North Development Shopping District, Grand 
Mere, or the Aggieville Community Vision Plan, community and business leaders continue to invest in the 
planning and development of assets that enhance quality of life in the Manhattan Area.   

In public input, current Manhattan Area residents spoke favorably of their community as a place to 
live. Whether the focus was school quality, the Flint Hills Discovery Center, park and trail amenities, 
newly create bike infrastructure, or the overall social cohesion of the community, residents described 
quality of place in the Manhattan region in positive terms. As a testament to the region’s quality of 
life offerings, input participants noted that former residents are frequently drawn back to the 

 
4 Project for Public Spaces. What makes a successful place? Accessed, February 9th, 2016. 
http://www.pps.org/reference/grplacefeat/ 
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community when an opportunity presents itself. Community stakeholders and business leaders were 
also not shy in identifying key challenges that erode quality of place regionally, including housing 
cost and availability, access to health care, and transportation access and connectivity.  

Online survey participants rated as above average or excellent their sense of personal and property 
safety, availability of parks and trails, arts and cultural facilities and programs, and – to a lesser extent 
– shopping, dining, and nightlife opportunities. Rated predominantly poor or below average were 
housing affordability (over 75 percent), availability of licensed child care, and public transit capacity. 
Overall, more than 88 percent of respondents said there was a good likelihood they would continue 
to live in the Manhattan Area – a very strong result. However, respondents were less confident their 
children, once grown, would live or relocate to greater Manhattan. Nearly 54 percent of respondents 
with an opinion on the matter felt their children would want to live in the region as adults. 

Costs of Living and Housing 
Affordability, at its core, is the interplay between the cost of a good or service and the ability of an individual 
to bear that expense. High or rising prices, whether for groceries or housing, do not necessarily make a 
community an unaffordable place to live. Rather, it is only when rising prices outstrip earnings and wealth 
creation that issues of affordability truly begin to emerge.  

Because the reportedly high cost of housing (and cost of living in general) was one of the principal issues 
identified via public input, Market Street began the analysis of housing cost with an assessment of Manhattan 
Area resident incomes. Over the last ten years, community wealth and prosperity in the Manhattan Area 
has increased substantially, outpacing wealth creation in all comparison geographies except the state 
of Kansas.  

From 2005 to 2015, per capita income grew by 38.6 percent in the Manhattan region. As a result, the average 
Manhattan Area resident earned roughly $11,500 more in 2015 than in 2005. More importantly, per capita 
income growth outpaced the national rate of inflation (21.4 percent), meaning that the average Manhattan 
Area resident experienced real gains in overall wealth and prosperity.  
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PER CAPITA INCOME, 2005-2015 

 
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis 

Data show that residents’ dollars go farther in the Manhattan Area than the nation at large and the 
two comparison regions that completed cost of living (COL) reports for C2ER, the organization with the 
most respected COL index. With 100 reflecting the U.S. average, cost of living in greater Manhattan was 91.3, 
lower than both Ames and Columbia. Health care was the highest indexed expense in the Manhattan region, 
followed by groceries. 

COST OF LIVING INDEX, 2016 

 
Source: C2ER 

Per the C2ER index, housing costs in the Manhattan Area were the region’s lowest relative expense category 
at 85.7. This does not at all reflect the aforementioned perspective of residents, particularly young 
professionals and starter-home buyers, who referenced high housing prices as the region’s greatest 
competitive challenge. 

Despite the perceptions of input participants, data support the C2ER index finding that housing costs in 
greater Manhattan were a lower comparative burden than most of the benchmark geographies. As 
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seen in the following table, average home prices in Manhattan Area counties5 were lower than many of the 
benchmarks and rose slower than all the comparison areas except Ames. From the 4Q2005 to 4Q2015 the 
median price for an existing single family home increased by 21.5 percent in Geary County, 25.5 percent in 
Pottawatomie, and 19.9 percent in Riley County. Nominally, existing single family home prices have increased 
by $25,180 in Geary, $30,468 in Pottawatomie County, and $28,140 in Riley County over the ten year period. 

MEDIAN EXISTING SINGLE-FAMILY HOME PRICE, 4Q2006-4Q2016 

 
Source: National Association of Realtors 

Relative to its peer regions, home prices in greater Manhattan compared favorably. Median existing 
single family home values in Riley County ($178,387) were in line with Ames ($178,395) and less expensive 
than the Columbia ($181,779) and Fort Collins ($357,400) markets.  

As noted, these data do not necessarily align with stakeholder perceptions regarding regional home prices 
and affordability. The discrepancy between stakeholders’ views on housing and reported data could 
potentially be caused by a number of factors, including homebuyer expectations that Manhattan would 
be a lower-cost market because of its isolated location and presence in Kansas, the fact that recent college 
graduates and military personnel – two groups with typically lower incomes – likely comprise a large 
percentage of entry-level homebuyers, or that the Manhattan region has lower relative housing prices 
because the quality of that some of that housing is sub-par. Thus, there could be less desirable housing 
product in greater Manhattan than the comparison regions. 

Another factor that influences the cost of housing in greater Manhattan are so-called “special 
assessments.” This taxation mechanism is used in communities across Kansas to finance new infrastructure 
for the purpose of housing development. “Specials” can add thousands to tens of thousands of dollars to 

 
5 Note: because Market Street added Geary County to the Manhattan MSA for the purposes of this report, an aggregated regional 
average was not available from National Association of Realtors’ (NAR) data; thus county-level prices were listed. 

BEFORE 
BUBBLE BURST

POST BUBBLE 
BURST

2006Q4 2009Q4 2016Q4
2006Q3-
2009Q3

2009Q3-
2016Q3

Geary County, KS $118,489 $119,643 $150,284 1.0% 25.6%
Pottawatomie County, KS $129,150 $129,442 $158,006 0.2% 22.1%
Riley County, KS $153,183 $155,345 $178,387 1.4% 14.8%
Ames, IA $144,796 $147,025 $178,395 1.5% 21.3%
Columbia, MO $150,377 $144,351 $181,779 -4.0% 25.9%
Fort Collins, CO $284,006 $258,745 $357,400 -8.9% 38.1%
Kansas $131,768 $125,603 $164,631 -4.7% 31.1%
United States $228,894 $181,774 $243,618 -20.6% 34.0%

MEDIAN EXISTING SINGLE-FAMILY 
HOME PRICE
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the final purchase price of a residential property. In 2015, the City of Manhattan alone reported $57.7 million 
in special assessment obligation debt. However, some stakeholders note that prorated special assessments 
over the entire mortgage term are less onerous to the homebuyer than having to pay for this infrastructure 
via tax increases. 

Looking at housing costs in the context of average incomes, Manhattan Area counties are considered by 
the National Association of Realtors to be more affordable to the average resident than those at the 
U.S. level. NAR’s housing affordability index sets a value of 100 to equal an income that fully qualifies for a 
mortgage (30-year fixed at prevailing market interest rates) on a median priced home in the area. Thus, an 
indexed value of 200 would indicate that this resident earning a median income has twice the income 
necessary to qualify for a mortgage on a median priced home.  

Residents earning a median income in all counties of the Manhattan Area possess approximately twice 
the income necessary to qualify for a mortgage on a median priced home. The housing market in Geary 
(195.7) was the least affordable market relative to income levels whereas Pottawatomie (263.8) was the most 
affordable; Riley County (212.7) fell in between. 

HOME AFFORDABILITY, 1Q1990 -4Q2016 

 
Source: National Association of Realtors 

Rental affordability rates in the Manhattan region more closely support input perspectives that local 
rental housing is more expensive than in comparison markets. In 2015, the average rent in the Manhattan 
region stood at $902 per month, only $84 dollars below the national average. Amongst the region’s peers, 
the Manhattan Area possessed the second most expensive average rental rates; only Fort Collins ($1,071) 
was higher. 
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AVERAGE GROSS RENT, 2010-2015 

 
Source: American Community Survey (ACS 5 yr.) 

Buoyed by Kansas State students, Fort Riley personnel, and young professionals, demand for rental housing 
has placed upward pressure on average rental rates. Average rent in the Manhattan region rose by 
approximately 22 percent, or $163 dollars, over the last five years (2010-2015). Rental rates in greater 
Manhattan’s comparison communities grew at a slower pace. In fact, only Fort Collins (20.8 percent) grew at 
a rate above 20 percent over the same five year period.  

As average rents have grown in greater Manhattan, so too has the proportion of individuals spending 
30 percent or more of their incomes on rent. As of 2015, approximately 51.2 percent of renters in the 
Manhattan region spent 30 percent or more of their income on rent, a standard definition for housing 
affordability set by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development. Nationally, 51.8 
percent of renters expended 30 percent or more of their income on rent.  

One of the potential reasons cited by input participants for greater Manhattan’s higher comparative 
housing burden was the prevalence of local landlords setting rental rates based on Fort Riley soldiers’ 
base allowances for housing. As the previous table of the fort’s 2017 BAH rates shows, housing allowances 
for even the lowest ranking enlisted personnel are roughly equivalent to the Manhattan Area’s average rent 
of $902 per month. Allowances greatly increase as soldiers’ pay grades rise, especially if they have 
dependents. These data would seem to support stakeholder assertions that the large number of soldiers and 
their families living off-post skew regional housing rates higher than they would be in comparable 
communities without a large military base. This situation also affects for-purchase housing, as soldiers can 
afford higher mortgages than non-military workers in greater Manhattan who receive wages that are far 
below the national average for their occupations. 
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FORT RILEY BASE ALLOWANCE FOR HOUSING (BAH) RATES, 2017 

 

Source: https://www.housing.army.mil/#!pg=post&sp=housingallowance 

Input respondents also noted that the Manhattan Area has seen an increase in the construction of 
large, higher end multifamily developments in recent years. Whether targeted to Fort Riley soldiers, 
K-State students, or recent graduates, these complexes have leased up quickly and demonstrated that 
demand exists for a new type of rental product in the community. As a result of this new development, 
stakeholders said that older often dilapidated rental housing, including many units in sub-divided 
single-family dwellings, has become less desirable, leading to high vacancy rates. Some public officials 
and private-sector leaders would like to see these older houses refurbished by single and/or married 
young professionals and empty nesters, similar to other college communities and inner cities across 
America. A reported challenge is that a recent state law prohibits localities from conducting 
unsolicited inspections inside private dwellings. 

Increasing concern over the availability of quality entry level housing for purchase and rental could 
be related to the higher comparative growth rates of middle-income households. As seen in the 
following table, the percentage of households earning between $25,000 and $49,999 in greater Manhattan 
increased by almost 18 percent from 2010 to 2015, well above every benchmark geography. Though the next 
income tier saw a decline during this period, households earning $75,000 to $99,000 grew by nearly 21 
percent, also higher than all comparison areas. Rapid expansion of these household cohorts could be one 
reason why supply has not met demand for entry-level rental and for purchase housing product. 

Class
With 
Dependents

Without 
Dependents Class

With 
Dependents

Without 
Dependents Class

With 
Dependents

Without 
Dependents

E1 $1,077 $873 W1 $1,398 $1,050 O1E $1,467 $1,176
E2 $1,077 $873 W2 $1,482 $1,218 O2E $1,551 $1,272
E3 $1,077 $873 W3 $1,563 $1,293 O3E $1,644 $1,395
E4 $1,077 $873 W4 $1,632 $1,410 O1 $1,200 $975
E5 $1,176 $942 W5 $1,716 $1,470 O2 $1,392 $1,143
E6 $1,395 $1,047 O3 $1,560 $1,317
E7 $1,455 $1,092 O4 $1,749 $1,461
E8 $1,521 $1,221 O5 $1,884 $1,500
E9 $1,614 $1,287 O6 $1,902 $1,563

O7 $1,920 $1,593

Enlisted Soldier Rates Warrant Officer Rates Officer Rates
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HOUSEHOLD INCOME DISTRIBUTION (% CHANGE), 2010-2015 

 
Source: United States Census Bureau, American Community Survey 

Interestingly, an “eye test” of new construction in the region during a windshield tour and 
stakeholders’ reports that the luxury home market in greater Manhattan has been expanding notably 
demonstrate that developers have seemingly recognized that the region’s percentage of households 
earning more than $100,000 has also risen quickly. Demand from second-home buyers (including 
many K-State graduates residing in Manhattan part-time) as well as speculative construction ahead 
of NBAF’s opening were also cited as potential reasons for the spate of luxury home construction in 
the Manhattan Area. 

Because of multiple factors, new housing construction of all types is increasingly located outside of 
Riley County. These factors include the large and expanding institutional users absorbing undeveloped land 
in Riley County, Riley’s higher composition of impenetrable shale rock, reportedly lower development costs 
in Pottawatomie and Geary Counties because of less stringent land use controls and regulation, more 
favorable property tax rates in the non-Riley metro counties, and the greater affordability of Pottawatomie 
and Geary residences for Fort Riley soldiers and families and entry-level homebuyers. 

As shown in the following chart, at its peak in 1999, Riley County represented nearly all (98.9 percent) new 
building permits for single- and multi-family housing in the region. By 2015, however, Riley County 
represented just 39.5 percent of all new home construction, with Pottawatomie (37.2 percent) and Geary 
(23.3 percent) counties composing near equal shares.  

Less than 
$24,999

$25,000 to 
$49,999

$50,000 to 
$74,999

$75,000 to 
$99,999

Over 
$100,000

Manhattan, KS -11.7% 17.9% -7.1% 20.7% 41.3%
Ames, IA 10.0% -9.6% 6.9% -0.7% 20.6%
Columbia, MO 2.5% -4.7% -3.3% 9.4% 35.7%
Fort Collins, CO -0.1% 1.6% 6.0% 13.5% 14.2%
Kansas -5.4% -4.1% -0.4% 2.0% 18.8%
United States 0.1% -2.5% -1.8% 0.5% 15.3%
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SINGLE- AND MULTI-FAMILY BUILDING PERMITS, 1997-2015 

 
Source: United States Department of Housing and Urban Development 

Throughout public input, stakeholders frequently identified Pottawatomie County as the region’s 
future residential growth engine as the county possesses sizable tracts of developable land with 
minimal topographical challenges. At the same time, some expressed concern that Pottawatomie 
County will have challenges to accommodate new growth, citing narrow-gauge water pipes, services 
like fire safety still staffed by volunteers, and less prescriptive land use and regulatory policies. 
However, other input respondents cited the county’s ongoing planning processes and major 
investments in growth-supportive infrastructure as evidence that Pottawatomie is proactively 
addressing its future needs. 

Indeed, it will be incumbent upon greater Manhattan’s suburban communities to address new infrastructure 
demand, be it water or transportation, as the region’s population increasingly moves farther from historic 
core.  

Transportation and Planning 
As with other fast-growing regions, challenges to accommodate this growth in greater Manhattan will be 
ongoing. Principal among these concerns is greater Manhattan’s ability to effectively and efficiently move 
people and goods around the region. Expansion of mobility capacity is the most important and expensive 
category of infrastructure a community must content with and typically has a 30-year planning timeframe 
from project inception to completion. Thus, regions with rising populations must get ahead of these needs 
by planning comprehensively and collectively to ensure that growth is manageable. This is especially 
challenging in a region like greater Manhattan that is not experiencing current traffic or congestion issues. 

In 2015, just under half (46 percent) of all Manhattan Area commuters experienced an average travel 
time of less than 15 minutes during a one-way commute to work. In fact, slightly more than 90 percent 
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of greater Manhattan commuters reach work in under 30 minutes, well above the national average of 63.4 
percent and higher than all the comparison geographies. That said, commutes longer than 30 minutes have 
increased 1.6 percent from 2010 to 2015, higher than all the benchmark areas. 

AVERAGE COMMUTE TIME, 2015 

 
Source: American Community Survey (5 yr.) 

Analysis of commuter behavior shows that the City of Manhattan is both a population and a jobs 
center. As a jobs center, 27,347 people were employed in the city in 2014. Of these workers, 61.1 percent 
lived outside of the city limits according to the United States Census Bureau. In contrast, residents who lived 
in the City of Manhattan were more likely to also work in the city. More than six out of ten (62.3 percent) city 
of Manhattan residents both lived and worked in the city. Only 37.7 percent worked outside of the city limits.  
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COMMUTER BEHAVIOR, 2014 

 

Source: United States Census Bureau 

Unless employment growth increases in Pottawatomie and Geary counties, as greater Manhattan growth 
continues to radiate outside of Riley County the large portion of workers coming into the City of Manhattan 
is likely to increase, straining the arteries leading into downtown Manhattan and the campus of Kansas State 
University.  

Across constituency groups, community and business stakeholders in the Manhattan region are 
concerned about the community’s transportation infrastructure and its ability to accommodate new 
growth. This anxiety is compounded by the continued use of highway monies to fill budget shortfalls 
by Kansas lawmakers. Some worry whether municipalities in the Manhattan region possess the 
financial wherewithal to fund new highway expansions or improvements without state assistance. In 
contrast, stakeholders did indicate that the region’s designation as a metropolitan area has improved 
public transportation access. Many stakeholders, particularly students, found that aTa Bus was a 
positive asset for the community and were hopeful that the Flint Hills Area Transportation Agency 
would expand service and increase frequency as more federal resources are tapped.  

The Flint Hills Metropolitan Planning Organization (FHMPO) is the Manhattan Area’s transportation planning 
entity and covers portions of Geary, Pottawatomie, and Riley Counties; including the City of Junction City 
and the City of Manhattan. Encouragingly, the MPO, city and county governments, and other entities 
have engaged in multiple planning initiatives in recent years to accommodate not only past and existing 
growth but ensure that greater Manhattan is prepared for the impact of NBAF and other growth engines. 

Despite a spate of planning activity, input participants cited ongoing tensions among local 
governments as evidence that regionalism and inter-governmental cooperation and coordination in 
the Manhattan Area is still elusive. This is especially true in Geary County, which was said to focus 
more inwardly than the other two regional counties. While they are more prone to cooperation, Riley 

Total % of Total
City of Manhattan Workers
Employed in City of Manhattan 27,347 100.0%
Employed in the City of Manhattan but Living Outside 16,713 61.1%
Employed and Living in the City of Manhattan 10,634 38.9%

City of Manhattan Residents
Total Living in the City of Manhattan 17,076 100.0%
Living in the City of Manhattan but Employed Outside 6,442 37.7%
Employed and Living in the City of Manhattan 10,634 62.3%
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and Pottawatomie County reportedly differ in terms of their attitudes towards land use regulation, 
minimum requirements for utility capacity, annexation policy, as well as other issues.  

Large minimum-acre lot sizes for residential development were cited as an impediment to 
construction of sufficient housing density to accommodate growth outside of urbanized Riley County. 
Stakeholders said that reducing lot-size minimums for multiple development categories could not 
only spur new project construction but also make “farming as a hobby” more viable for property 
owners that do not want to run commercial operations. 

Public officials cited transportation, workforce, telecommunications, emergency response, and 
environmental protection as areas where Manhattan Area governments could partner to assess and 
pursue regional solutions to ongoing and future challenges. 

Public K-12 Education 
One of greater Manhattan’s most compelling quality of life assets is the perceived desirability of its public 
school systems. Feedback from both the deliverers and purveyors of public education in greater 
Manhattan was generally positive about the performance and capacity of the region’s K-12 districts.  

Because of differences in reporting methodologies, it is often difficult to compare public school systems 
across districts and states. Therefore, Market Street relies on data from the National Center for Educational 
Statistics for performance figures for multiple states and utilizes reports from the project community’s home 
state for inter-county data in the region. 

With early childhood education a key determinant for success in later grades, a community’s capacity for 
pre-K schooling is an important comparative indicator. According to the United States Census Bureau, only 
41.2 percent of Manhattan Area 3 to 4 year olds were enrolled in school in 2015, below the rates in 
Ames (49.3 percent), Columbia (49.5 percent), and Fort Collins (49.7 percent). While pre-K capacity and 
attendance rates are often functions of state funding policies and priorities, it is nevertheless concerning that 
greater Manhattan enrolls such a small percentage of its eligible 3 to 4 year olds in public education. 

High school graduation rates are key indicators of school districts’ capacity to advance their students towards 
college and careers. Seen at the county level, the performance of Manhattan Area students is mixed. 
Students living in Pottawatomie County graduated at higher rates than their cohorts in greater Manhattan 
and above the central city school districts in the benchmark regions. Graduation rates in Riley County 
increased significantly from 2010 to 2015. Of more concern were graduation rates in Geary County which 
were lower than all the comparison areas and declined during the five-year period analyzed. 
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GRADUATION RATES 2010-2015 

 
Source: Kansas Department of Education, Iowa Department of Education, Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary 

Education, Colorado Department of Education 
*Core school districts only 

A key challenge to improving K-12 performance is the percentage of low-income students in a region’s 
school district. A number of factors contribute to what data show is a greater difficulty for lower-income 
children to compete effectively in school. As seen in the following chart, the high comparative percentage 
of greater Manhattan students eligible for free and reduced school lunches (considered a proxy for a 
district’s rate of lower-income children) may contribute to student performance challenges. These data 
mirror higher and faster rising youth poverty trends in the Manhattan community as a whole seen earlier in 
this report. 
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FREE AND REDUCED PRICE LUNCH ENROLLMENT, 2010-2015 

 
Source: National Center for Education Statistics 

During public input, education and workforce development stakeholders expressed concern that 
student homelessness and poverty were negatively impacting school performance in greater 
Manhattan. Basic needs among a portion of the region’s student population were identified as not 
being met. Some school districts are attempting to address these needs through partnerships with 
the public and non-profit sectors. Cited as an example by input participants was Families in Transition 
(FIT) Closet and Clothing Exchange, Manhattan-Ogden USD383’s solution to meet the requirements 
of the McKinney-Vento Education for Homeless Children and Youth Act. FIT Closet and Clothing 
provides school supplies, shoes, clothing, coats, toiletries, hygiene products, laundry detergent, and 
emergency food to students.  

Overall, public education the Manhattan region was highly regarded by input participants in both the 
public and private sectors across multiple Manhattan Area constituencies. Stakeholders often listed 
the region’s educational assets as core community strengths. Throughout focus group input, 
stakeholders spoke enthusiastically about the region’s continued support of primary and secondary 
education and were hopeful this support would continue for many years to come. This was especially 
true among those concerned that state funding for public education will be an ongoing challenge.  

Online survey respondents who felt knowledgeable about the region’s public schools largely praised 
the quality and capacity of their local districts. Most agreed or strongly agreed that Manhattan Area 
public schools had committed and engaged teachers and administrators, provided ample 
opportunities for parents to be involved, featured competitive facilities, and adequately focused on 
the arts, career-based learning, and “STEAM” programming. They also believed that community and 
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business leaders have a commitment to quality K-12 education. The lowest rating on the survey was 
for pre-K program availability and affordability. 

Additional Quality of Life Factors 
There are multiple other quality of life categories where the Manhattan Area performs competitively. This 
includes public safety, where the region ranks well against the state and nation for violent crime and 
outperforms all benchmark geographies for property crime rates. As with the comparison areas, both 
categories of crime have decreased in greater Manhattan from 2009 to 2014. 

FBI CRIME STATISTICS, 2009-2014 

 
Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Focus group participants included multiple quality of life components in their answers to the question, 
“What is the greatest thing about the Manhattan Area?” These included the size of the community 
relative to its number of cultural amenities, the recreational capacity of the Konza Prairie and other 
natural areas, child-friendly parks and assets like the Flint Hills Discovery Center, and the constant 
stream of concerts, lecture series, festivals, and other events programmed throughout the year. 

Many input participants did find it odd, however, that the Manhattan Area did not have more of a 
“green” aesthetic and philosophy for a college-focused community. They cited the lack of recycling 
programs, limited investment in “green” infrastructure like zero-emission vehicles and alternative 
energy, prevalence of auto-oriented activity centers, and other factors to highlight the region’s failure 
to embrace a sustainability ethos like many other U.S. university towns. 

Key Takeaways 

 Greater Manhattan’s community amenities and quality of life are widely lauded regional assets reflected 
in resident feedback and confirmed by national rankings. 

 Costs of living and housing diverge slightly between public input perspectives and reported data. Despite 
a comparatively lower cost of living indexed by C2ER and housing costs and affordability that are 
equivalent with peer communities and lower than the nation, Manhattan Area input participants 

2009 2014 Change 2009 2014 Change
Manhattan, KS 3.4 2.8 -0.5 21.6 15.5 -6.1
Ames, IA 3.0 1.9 -1.1 25.6 17.8 -7.8
Columbia, MO 4.1 2.6 -1.5 32.8 29.7 -3.1
Fort Collins, CO 2.4 2.3 -0.1 27.7 21.6 -6.1
Kansas 3.7 3.4 -0.3 32.3 27.6 -4.7
United States 4.0 3.7 -0.3 30.4 25.7 -4.7

Violent Crime Per 1,000 Property Crime Per 1,000
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identified high housing costs and limited entry-level and mid-priced housing options as the region’s 
principal competitive challenge. 

 Data on higher comparative rental rates and greater affordability burdens are more closely aligned with 
stakeholder concerns. Affordability challenges across all housing types could be attributable to the 
market adjusting to housing allowances for Fort Riley soldiers. Monthly stipends for military personnel, 
especially at higher ranks, are considerably greater than average rental and mortgage payments in 
comparable communities without such a large military presence. 

 Divergence in perception of housing issues versus publically reported data could also be due to rapidly 
increasing middle-income households entering the home-buying market as well as lower quality units 
comprising a higher percentage of available housing as newer construction is purchased and leased. 

 Expansion of housing construction in greater Manhattan is principally occurring outside Riley County. 
Though comprising 98.9 percent of new housing permits in 1999, Riley County now represents only 40 
percent of permits awarded in 2015. 

 Regional expansion beyond Riley County increases the need for planning and infrastructure 
development to accommodate this growth. Though investments are being made in comprehensive 
planning and construction of new infrastructure, progress is hampered by low existing traffic congestion 
and commute times, potentially reduced state and federal funding, and improving but still often strained 
relationships between Manhattan Area governments. High in-commuting rates for the City of Manhattan 
could portend future traffic congestion challenges if job creation in suburban and exurban communities 
does not keep pace with population growth. 

 Public K-12 education in greater Manhattan is a widely lauded asset in stakeholder input. As with housing 
costs, data on the performance of students at the county level is not fully consistent with these 
perceptions. Manhattan Area graduation rates trail the core districts of the benchmark regions, while 
growing numbers of students eligible for free or reduced priced lunches complicates efforts to improve 
performance trends. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Manhattan Area in Kansas as defined for this Community Assessment report is a dynamic region with 
enviable assets, a commitment to proactively planning for future growth, and a history of coming together 
as a community to support its anchor institutions, attract transformational projects like the National Bio and 
Agro-Defense Facility, and develop amenities such as the Flint Hills Discovery Center. Anchor employers 
Kansas State University and Fort Riley have sheltered greater Manhattan against economic downturns 
experienced across the state, nation, and world, but also subjected the region to the uncertainty of troop 
movements, federal defense cuts, and a precarious state budget situation that could affect K-State’s funding 
and growth capacity. 

While greater economic diversity should absolutely be a component of greater Manhattan’s vision, it would 
imperil the region’s future growth and prosperity to take these anchors for granted. Although both 
institutions present challenges that can undermine aspects of the Manhattan Area’s competitive position as 
a place to live, work, and play, if leveraged effectively their benefits far outweigh any risks to long-term 
prosperity. Better retaining military veterans and college graduates will be particularly critical as the NBAF 
nears completion.  

Greater economic diversification will occur through purposeful efforts to address greater Manhattan’s 
challenges and capitalize on its opportunities. This Community Assessment is the first step towards 
confirming these issues to inform actionable strategies later in the process. Quantitative and qualitative 
research has shown that Greater Manhattan is experiencing growing pains resulting from years of expansion, 
increasingly dispersed development patterns caused by a number of factors, collegial yet still not fully 
collaborative regional governments, and confounding housing issues in which resident concerns over cost 
and affordability do not fully align with reported data. This much is true; if housing is perceived to be the 
region’s top competitive challenge –which public input has shown that it is – then it is also the reality in 
terms of residents’ expectations of strategic planning. 

In many ways, however, housing will be an ancillary issue to greater Manhattan’s urgent need to enhance its 
technology commercialization processes and entrepreneurial ecosystem. If small business growth and 
investment creates good jobs that attract new residents, odds are that one or more developers will respond 
to demand for new and diverse housing types. But the competition for startup founders and investors, private 
capital to complement public monies advancing K-State innovation, the top research minds in the country 
to support NBAF operations, and federal dollars to grow Fort Riley in the face of aggressive lobbying from 
other communities with large military installations will be fierce and unyielding. 

The reality is that the Manhattan Area will likely not attract large firms from outside the region. So diversifying 
from within and leveraging anchors and NBAF to start, launch, and scale dynamic, high-growth companies 
will be imperative to taking the community to its next level of success. 
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APPENDIX: ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS 
An online survey to query stakeholders from across the Manhattan region on a broad range of topics and 
their perspectives on the greater Manhattan’s competitiveness was available from March 2017 through the 
end of May 2017 and garnered 2,160 responses as of this writing. Results from key questions are featured 
in the following pages, along with a sampling of comments to open-ended queries. 

All attempts were made to elicit feedback from the full complement of greater Manhattan stakeholder 
groups. However, it should be noted that the survey DOES NOT REFLECT a statistically representative sample 
of the region’s demographic composition but rather an opportunity for all interested Manhattan Area 
stakeholders to have a say in their community’s strategic process. Therefore, results of the survey and 
selected feedback on open-ended questions serve only to supplement quantitative results and feedback 
from interviews and focus groups to provide selective perspectives on Manhattan Area trends, issues, and 
future opportunities. 

For certain comment-based questions, “word clouds” have been created to convey the principal themes of 
the feedback. The size of the words in the cloud reflects the frequency of their usage. 

What is your race/ethnicity? 
Answer Options Response 

Percent 
White, not Hispanic 90.8% 
Black, not Hispanic 2.1% 
Hispanic 2.0% 
Asian or Asian-American 0.8% 
Native American 0.5% 
Prefer not to answer 2.9% 

What is your age? 
Answer Options Response 

Percent 
Younger than 18 0.3% 
18-24 8.6% 
25-34 28.3% 
35-44 22.9% 
45-64 30.1% 
65 and older 9.8% 
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What is your income level? 
Answer Options Response 

Percent 
Currently not earning income 1.7% 
Below $15,000 4.1% 
$15,000 to $24,999 4.1% 
$25,000 to $39,999 13.3% 
$40,000 to $69,999 28.8% 
$70,000 to $99,999 16.9% 
$100,000 and above 25.4% 
Prefer not to answer 5.7% 

Please select your place of residence from the following options: 
Answer Options Response 

Percent 
City of Manhattan (Riley County) 66.0% 
City of Manhattan (Pottawatomie County) 5.6% 
Riley County 8.9% 
Pottawatomie County 12.8% 
Other (please specify) 6.6% 

Other (most common responses): 

 Clay County 

 Dickinson County 

 Geary County 

 Wabaunsee County 

How long have you been in the Manhattan Area? 
Answer Options Response 

Percent 
Under 1 year 3.7% 
1 to 5 years 20.6% 
5 to 10 years 17.2% 
10 years or more 58.4% 
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Which of the following best describes your current employment status? 
Answer Options Response 

Percent 
Employed 84.3% 
Unemployed 0.5% 
Active duty military 0.2% 
Retired 7.4% 
Student at Kansas State University 3.1% 
Student in high school or a college other than KSU 0.9% 
Other (please specify) 3.4% 

The following questions were answered by respondents who identified as Kansas State 
University students. 

I am from: 
Answer Options Response 

Percent 
The Central Flint Hills 14.0% 
Elsewhere in Kansas 48.0% 
Another state (please specify)* 38.0% 

*Primarily Missouri 

After graduation I plan to: 
Answer Options Response 

Percent 
Remain in Manhattan if I can find a job 18.4% 
Remain in Manhattan even if I can't find a job 6.1% 
Leave the community 49.0% 
Not sure yet 22.4% 
Other (please specify) 4.1% 

If you answered that you would like to remain in Manhattan, are you optimistic you will find a 
job in your field? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Yes 26.5% 
No 5.9% 
Not sure 17.6% 
If you answered "no" or "not sure," what challenges 
are there to finding a job in your field? 

50.0% 
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Challenges to finding a job in respondents’ field (random comments): 

 Unavailability of tech based businesses 

 Low mechanical engineering opportunities 

 Competition 

 There is no ocean 

 Limited jobs for people with expertise in only a few areas 

 The major companies I'd want to work for aren't located here. 

 Not big enough companies here in Manhattan. Better in KC 

Do you feel that there is adequate support connecting you to job opportunities in your field in 
the Manhattan Area?  

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

Yes 34.8% 
No 26.1% 
Not sure 32.6% 

 

The following questions were answered by survey respondents identifying as young 
professionals (ages 25-34). 

Please indicate if you disagree or agree with the following statement about young 
professionals: 

Answer Options Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree 
Nor 

Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

The Manhattan Area is an attractive 
and desirable place to live for young 
professionals. 

2.3% 17.0% 11.4% 46.4% 22.9% 

The Manhattan Area has housing 
options that are attractive to young 
professionals. 

9.9% 37.5% 15.7% 30.7% 6.2% 

The Manhattan Area can successfully 
compete for young, new residents 
from outside the community. 

6.6% 28.0% 18.2% 39.1% 8.1% 

The Manhattan Area retains college 
graduates that grew up in the Central 
Flint Hills area. 

3.5% 16.6% 21.6% 46.1% 12.2% 
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Comments (selected at random): 

 Cost of living in Manhattan is very high compared to other locations, and the salaries offered in this town 
do not meet fair market value compared to most of the rest of the US. 

 Manhattan's cost of living (primarily driven by housing costs) is a high hurdle to leap to stay in town. 
With wages being similar to other areas (not adjusted to the high cost of living), places outside 
Manhattan become much more attractive, simply by financial necessity. 

 We are on the cusp of being a great place for young professionals, an intense focus on quality of place 
will be important in tipping the scales in our favor. 

 For young professionals, it is difficult to stay directly after graduation (18-30). Once young professionals 
start to have families is when you see them return, but there is not the young professional atmosphere 
or nearly enough opportunities for them/us to stay until we decide to "settle down" and want to return 
to a smaller community than the KC and large metros of the US.  

 In my experience and opinion, the Manhattan Area's greatest ability to retain young professionals lies in 
college grads that grew up in the area. They have a reason to stick around. If that's not the case, it's very 
difficult to justify staying where housing is so expensive, opportunities are so low, and there is little to 
do. 

 Manhattan is a great city that many young professionals likely feel is a good/desirable place to live. 
However, I think many discover it's not the "best" possible place. Housing is not affordable, and some 
of it is either poorly built or poorly maintained. The city lacks affordable daily childcare options, which 
means young families struggle to have both parents at work. Many of the college students I know leave 
the community, and they often cite the cost of housing and difficulty of raising/affording a family as a 
reason they looked other places.  

 Housing in Manhattan is increasingly more and more expensive, in comparison to the careers that are 
currently available to young professionals. The job market in our area is a hard one to break into, given 
that our unemployment rate is so low.  
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If you feel that it's a challenge, what needs to be done in the Manhattan Area to more 
effectively retain and attract young professionals? 

 

The following questions were answered by all survey respondents. 

In your opinion, what is the Manhattan Area's GREATEST STRENGTH - the thing that 
differentiates the region from anyplace else? 
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Conversely, what is the Manhattan Area's biggest COMPETITIVE CHALLENGE - the thing that 
most holds the region back from realizing its full potential? 

 

The following questions were answered by respondents who identified as entrepreneurs. 

Please rate the following components of the Manhattan Area's entrepreneurial climate (“No 
Opinion” and “I don’t know” responses removed): 

Answer Options Very 
Weak 

Weak Average Strong Very 
Strong 

Availability of early-stage investment 
capital 

6.0% 28.9% 36.1% 24.1% 4.8% 

Availability of venture and later-stage 
capital 

5.6% 29.2% 36.1% 22.2% 6.9% 

Incubation facilities 4.3% 38.6% 40.0% 11.4% 5.7% 
Accelerator programs 8.7% 30.4% 43.5% 14.5% 2.9% 
Mentorship opportunities 7.7% 20.9% 38.5% 29.7% 3.3% 
Entrepreneur-focused events and 
meetups 

4.2% 20.8% 40.6% 28.1% 6.3% 

Availability of talent (skilled 
employees) 

3.7% 19.6% 34.6% 34.6% 7.5% 

Small business development support 6.6% 21.7% 39.6% 26.4% 5.7% 

What could be done to enhance the Manhattan Area's entrepreneurial capacity or "ecosystem"? 
(selected responses) 
 Available, ready, and affordable commercial space is important.   

 Capitalize on NBAF 

 Continue to develop and advertise tools and resources for startup and existing entrepreneurs. 
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 Balanced focus on funding entrepreneurial ventures along with the current development of the 
community.  At times it appears there's more focus on brick and mortar rather than what will fill these 
locations 

 Protect what our "personality is" don't try to make us something we're not.  

 Create a mentorship program that works along with Kansas State, to keep the best and brightest in the 
community. Possibly create a scholarship program with businesses that if they choose to stay in 
Manhattan and work within that business for 5 years the program would cover their tuition expenses. 

 Improve incubator and mentor opportunities 

 Seed money 

What could Kansas State University do, if anything, to more strongly contribute to the local 
entrepreneurial ecosystem? (selected responses) 
 Lots of opportunities are for students only.  When I was a student I was too busy with assignments/ 

homework. Now that I am open and available I feel like I don't have the resources available. 

 The new Business College and the Entrepreneurial program at KSU is a start. I do feel that the Business 
College Mentors program is a step in the right direction.   

 Try and find ways to partner with small businesses to give students credit for hands on experience, as 
part of their education.  

 Reach out through advertising and marketing what they have to offer in terms of facilities, training, 
personnel and mentoring that is economically feasible for a beginning or start up business. 

 Focus on grant revenue and help entrepreneurs understand these opportunities 

 Hire Kansas/Manhattan companies for work on campus.  

 Provide credit for or incentive for internships with local businesses.  

 Hold events, partner with new businesses, more leadership opportunities for people with families and 
minimal evening availability. 

 Bring together cross functional colleges and expertise alongside actual business owners and hold 
business startup events. 

 They have good entrepreneurial programs already. As a community we need to invest and partner with 
the existing services to expand them and make Manhattan a better option for professors who to start a 
business or students who want to start a business and stay in Manhattan 

 Partner with the City to build a business incubator facility  

 Offer night classes for an adult entrepreneurial program. Better promote local businesses to students.  
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The following questions were answered by all survey respondents. 

Please select your business's industry from the following options: 
Answer Options Response 

Percent 
Education 21.3% 
Manufacturing / production 7.7% 
Financial services 14.5% 
Professional services 24.6% 
Health services 9.5% 
Biosciences 0.4% 
Information technology 3.2% 
Arts and culture 2.7% 
Tourism / hospitality 6.4% 
Retail 5.5% 
Agriculture 4.3% 
Other (please specify) 

 

Most common “other” industries: 

 Construction 

 Military 

 Government 

 Non-profit/Social services 

 Religious 
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The following questions were answered by respondents who identified as business executives. 

In your opinion, what is the biggest CHALLENGE(S) facing the Manhattan Area's economy? 

 

What is the MOST IMPORTANT THING that needs to happen to improve the Manhattan Area's 
economy? 
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Please evaluate the following aspects of the Manhattan Area's business climate: 
Answer Options Significant 

Disadvantage 
Disadvantage Neutral Advantage Significant 

Advantage 

Availability of Class A office 
space 

2.3% 22.7% 41.2% 27.7% 6.2% 

Availability of industrial 
sites/buildings 

5.3% 32.5% 32.0% 25.2% 5.0% 

Road and highway capacity 
and accessibility 

6.1% 31.4% 25.0% 29.7% 7.9% 

Utilities (water, sewer, 
electric) capacity 

2.4% 10.1% 43.6% 36.3% 7.6% 

Gigabit internet connectivity 8.7% 27.4% 36.5% 22.7% 4.7% 
Utilities costs 2.2% 19.0% 51.7% 25.1% 2.0% 
Labor costs 2.7% 21.3% 36.4% 32.1% 7.5% 
Local tax climate 14.7% 32.8% 36.6% 14.1% 1.9% 
"Business-friendliness" of 
development-review process 

4.5% 14.5% 35.2% 35.4% 10.4% 

Comments (selected at random): 

 Rent cost is too expensive downtown for the pay scale. 
 Housing costs in Manhattan are higher than areas with professional level job opportunities. 
 The internet infrastructure for most of the city is poor.   
 There are probably good and bad things in our development processes ...it warrants a review. 
 Roadways are not set up for the growth the town has seen.  
 We absolutely need more diversity - women owned businesses, people of color (especially) in business 

and leadership positions in the community. 

The following questions were answered by all respondents. 

Please rate the following aspects of the Manhattan Area's quality of life. 
Answer Options Poor Below 

Average 
Average Above 

Average 
Excellent 

Overall cost of living 12.3% 30.3% 27.9% 25.0% 4.4% 
Diversity of housing options (single-
family, multifamily, mixed-use, etc.) 

6.6% 20.0% 43.0% 23.4% 7.1% 

Housing affordability 28.4% 45.2% 16.2% 8.7% 1.4% 
Quality of healthcare 3.3% 11.3% 46.8% 29.8% 8.8% 
Availability of licensed child care 13.0% 40.4% 35.5% 8.9% 2.2% 
Public transit capacity 20.6% 42.3% 26.9% 8.2% 1.9% 
Sense of personal and property safety 0.3% 3.2% 24.4% 46.3% 25.7% 
Availability of parks and trails 0.9% 5.4% 24.7% 44.5% 24.5% 
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Answer Options Poor Below 
Average 

Average Above 
Average 

Excellent 

Arts and cultural facilities and 
programs 

2.0% 14.3% 30.6% 35.6% 17.5% 

Shopping and dining opportunities 3.0% 15.6% 34.5% 33.8% 13.1% 
Nightlife opportunities 4.6% 16.4% 32.4% 32.9% 13.7% 

Comments (selected at random): 

 The quality of healthcare of high but the availability is below average. 
 Existing public transit (aTa bus) is a good start but program needs continued commitment and support. 
 Manhattan needs more options for available childcare.  
 Completing the linear trail loop would add a significant quality of life impact to our community. 
 Nightlife is pretty much limited to Aggieville. I would like to see something aimed toward people in their 

30's and 40's. Not just college students. 
 Wonderful quality of life due to mixture of safety, commerce, culture and the people. 
 Diversity in food and public transportation are both areas that could improve!  
 Live music. Where did it go? 
 Coming from a state with many parks and trails and a good county/state park and trail system the MHK 

area is disappointing to me.   
 You can't find a primary care provider here. 
 Permanent funding of trails, maintenance and improvements, should be goal. 
 There are very few mixed-use developments. This is something I think we could capitalize on.  

In your opinion, what additional quality of life amenities does the Manhattan Area need most 
to become more competitive with comparable communities? 
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Please rate the following statements on the community's diversity and openness. (all 
respondents) 

Answer Options Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree 
Nor 

Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Opportunities, communities, and 
networks in the Manhattan Area are 
accessible and open to a diverse 
range of people and cultures. 

2.0% 12.2% 24.0% 53.5% 8.3% 

The Manhattan Area is a welcoming 
place. 

0.9% 4.5% 12.8% 56.0% 25.9% 

The Manhattan Area is an inclusive 
place. 

1.1% 11.3% 26.3% 50.3% 11.0% 

Please rate the following statements on the community's diversity and openness. (respondents 
who identified as Black, Hispanic, Asian, or Native American) 

Answer Options Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree 
Nor 

Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Opportunities, communities, and 
networks in the Manhattan Area are 
accessible and open to a diverse 
range of people and cultures. 

14.1% 26.1% 26.1% 30.4% 3.3% 

The Manhattan Area is a welcoming 
place. 

2.2% 17.4% 13.0% 52.2% 15.2% 

The Manhattan Area is an inclusive 
place. 

3.3% 23.9% 33.7% 37.0% 2.2% 

If you feel that the Manhattan Area is not inclusive and/or welcoming, what could be done to 
make the region a more inclusive and/or welcoming community? (respondents who identified 
as Black, Hispanic, Asian, or Native American) 
 Advertising that is culturally sensitive, events and activities that represent minority groups and 

encourage participation from all community residents.   

 Inclusiveness not only means feeling included but also a desire to participate in other cultures. This can 
be done by festivals, awareness days, etc. 

 Nothing. It’s great!! 

 By insuring that ethnic minority members are represented on all county, city, school board, and chamber 
committees. By hiring a diversity coordinator for public schools and insuring that minority student's 
needs and concerns are addressed. Ensure complaints of discrimination are addressed and taken 
seriously. 
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 We need to offer opportunities for a diverse population to open a wide range of businesses catering to 
diverse populations. Further, a campaign to educate the citizens to not fear and hate would be helpful. 

 It's about having an open mind set and inviting people into spaces where they traditionally have not 
been invited before. It includes a shift in attitude's so as not to be condescending to people because 
they appear to be in a lower social economic status.  

 Mixing everyone together in positive whole community events are the only times I see Manhattan trying 
to strive for something more pleasant and welcoming. To encourage this on a smaller scale and more 
frequently would do wonders for the overall wellness and positive mentality of the community.  

 Nope, I feel very welcome. 

 Manhattan is very welcoming but only if you work and associate with distinct groups (military, university, 
corporate, faith communities).   

 There needs to be an attitude shift in what Manhattan looked 10-20 +years ago to who now makes up 
the demographics, embrace them, employ them, empower them, stop being afraid to let Manhattan 
grow. 

The following questions were answered by all survey respondents. 

Please rate the following statements: 
Answer Options Not Likely Somewhat 

Likely 
Very Likely No 

Opinion/ 
Don't 

Know/ NA 
Likelihood you will continue to live in the 
Manhattan Area. 

7.7% 20.6% 67.9% 3.7% 

Likelihood you will retire (or remain 
retired) in the Manhattan Area. 

20.7% 27.3% 41.1% 10.9% 

Likelihood you will raise (or continue to 
raise) children in the Manhattan Area. 

12.0% 14.5% 42.7% 30.8% 

Likelihood your children (once grown) will 
want to live in the Manhattan Area. 

22.6% 31.2% 16.1% 30.2% 

Comments (selected at random): 

 Our children are engineers and highly skilled. Would love to come back to Manhattan Area but they 
have no job opportunities in their area of research. 

 This community does not meet the quality of life recreation/outdoor needs for active people 
 The area is great but the opportunities in nearby cities makes it difficult to stay 
 Recently moved from Manhattan to a city that provides the amenities and quality of life that I value: 

culture, walkability, other young professionals. 
 Unless cost of living conditions come under control, I doubt my family and I will live in Manhattan again. 

This saddens us, because we love Manhattan.  We met here, and married here.   
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 Not enough diversity or opportunity for my children to live in Manhattan 
 As a high school student, I love Manhattan, and would not be upset with finding a job here after college 
 I love the city! I wish there were more activities for youth who do not have the financial means. A YMCA 

would be the answer! 
 Our grown children work in highly technical fields that currently offer no jobs but they would love to be 

back in Manhattan or at least Kansas 
 My grown children, graduates of K-State, all love Manhattan and would have chosen to live here, 

however due to the lack of amenities ,limited employment opportunities and high cost of living they 
choose to live elsewhere. 

 We are here because of employment and good public schools.  
 While growth is expected and good, growth for growth's sake is not.  

The following questions were answered by respondents who felt comfortable speaking about 
the region’s public schools. 

Please respond to the following statements about the quality in the school/district with which 
you are most familiar. 

Answer Options Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neither 
Agree 
Nor 

Disagree 

Agree Strongly 
Agree 

Pre-K programs are readily available 
and affordable 

8.2% 25.5% 17.3% 37.9% 11.1% 

Teachers and administrators are 
committed and engaged 

1.0% 5.4% 9.0% 51.4% 33.1% 

There are ample opportunities for 
parents to become involved 

0.6% 2.7% 9.4% 52.1% 35.3% 

Facilities are clean, modern, and have 
the latest technology 

1.7% 12.4% 16.4% 50.6% 18.9% 

There is focused attention on STEM 
(science, technology, engineering, 
mathematics) curricula 

2.0% 7.8% 16.7% 52.8% 20.6% 

There are adequate opportunities for 
exposure and experiences in the 
creative arts. 

2.2% 15.1% 15.8% 50.5% 16.3% 

There are opportunities for career-
based learning and/or advisement 

2.6% 15.5% 28.4% 42.9% 10.6% 

After-school and summer programs 
are widely available 

3.6% 14.7% 20.3% 46.3% 15.2% 

Community and business leaders have 
a commitment to quality, public K-12 
education 

3.8% 11.7% 22.7% 45.2% 16.7% 
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Comments (selected at random): 

 Schools could use a technology update. 
 I would like see more after and before school choices and more career center advisement. 
 Have concerns about attitudes toward Spec Ed students and disadvantaged students 
 People who don't have livable wage jobs can't afford Pre-K or many after school programs. 
 There is a new push to turn STEM into STEAM (includes the Arts). I would hope Manhattan can take the 

initiative to make that happen in our school system. SO important! 
 More school/business partnerships are needed.  
 Excellent schools in USD 383, at all levels 
 Manhattan needs a second high school. Schools are overcrowded and teachers are not able to 

individualize teaching for their students  
 I have worked with students for many years. Although opportunities are available, they are segregated. 

Some are too expensive for students to get involved in or transportation is not provided. 
 The state budget slashing over the past few years has GREATLY impacted our schools.   

The following questions were answered by all respondents. 

What do you think could be done, if anything, to further enhance the role and impact of Kansas 
State University on the Manhattan community? 
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What do you think could be done, if anything, to further enhance the role and impact of 
Manhattan Area Technical College on the local economy? 

 

Are there any two- or four-year degrees not currently offered in the region that you think 
should be added by a local institution? 

Most common responses: 

 Bachelors in Nursing 
 Culinary Arts 
 Cybersecurity 
 More degrees in medical fields 
 Veterinary technician 
 

 


